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ABSTRACT 
In recent years, Redox Conductive Bridge Memory (RCBM), which falls in the 
Resistive Random Access Memory (RRAM) category, has gained considerable attention 
as one of the promising candidates for future generation non-volatile memory due to its 
advantages over Flash memory as it offers high density, low operating power, fast 
read/write operation, and compatibility with conventional CMOS process. Currently 
research is being conducted to improve the reliability of the RCBM devices, which are 
comprised of an insulating material, also known as active layer, sandwiched between two 
metal electrodes. The main working mechanism of these devices is based on the 
resistance change induced by filament formation and dissolution through metal cations 
movement in the active film. The composition of these active films can vary from oxides 
to chalcogenides, among which we chose to work on Ge-containing chalcogenide glass 
films (i.e., Ge-S, Ge-Se, and Ge-Te), which are the most thermally stable among this 
family of materials, to get a broad perspective of the device performance as a function of 
the active film structures. 
This work is focused on research related to new solutions for the active films to 
improve RCBM device performance. Application of two different deposition methods 
were investigated: Plasma-Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition (PECVD), which is not 
well studied for RCBM devices, and formation of nanostructures in the active film under 
oblique angle deposition by thermal evaporation method. Holding the sample surface at 
viii 
an oblique angle to the arriving vapor flux resulted in a columnar morphology within the 
devices’ active layer, which aided in improving the device performance by controlling 
the filament growth through these nanostructures. To minimize the radiant heating inside 
the evaporation chamber, a strict control over the evaporation current was required, 
which otherwise resulted in morphological changes of the nanostructure due to increased 
adatom diffusivity triggered by the thermal energy. 
Study of the bare films provided insight into the active material average surface 
roughness and structural changes occurring in the layers by changing deposition 
temperature or deposition angle. These investigations were performed using Atomic 
Force Microscopy (AFM), Raman Spectroscopy, and Energy Dispersive X-ray 
Spectroscopy (EDS).  The results demonstrated that for PECVD, low temperature 
deposited films with relatively low concentration of Ge had good relaxed structure. The 
surface roughness was also observed to be minimal with less frequency of hillocks while 
EDS studies yielded a compositional variation of ~1% for such films. For obliquely 
deposited films, Raman and EDS results revealed structural reorganization and 
compositional alterations with changing the deposition angle. Each of these respective 
results provided a partial view of the mechanisms that contribute to a reliable device 
performance. Since the RCBM device performance relies on silver diffusion in the 
chalcogenide matrix, the neutron reflectrometry method was applied to study the silver 
kinetics. 
After studying and considering active film material analysis, three types of 
devices were fabricated i.e., PECVD deposited devices, thermally evaporated devices 
under normal deposition angle and devices with obliquely deposited films. The devices 
ix 
were electrically characterized by conducting current vs. voltage (IV) measurements, 
Read/Write voltage, the two resistive states, switching rate, and the reliability. The 
devices show greater than four orders of magnitude difference in the two resistive states, 
which can be detected using lower voltages, thus allowing RCBM devices to be used in 
low power memory applications. 
By integrating the RCBM cells into a system, it can fulfill the essential role of 
memory with high storage density, precision, and access speed. As part of this research 
work, an array of RCBM devices were fabricated by non-conventional processing 
technique with individual cell addressing. The cells were electrically tested to enable 
application towards various memory architectures. 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 
The last few decades in the semiconductor industry have seen tremendous growth, 
paving the way for better, faster, more cost effective, and energy efficient products, 
driven by intensive down-scaling of the devices based on Moore’s Law [1, 2]. However, 
continued scaling over the years is now facing a dilemma as it has arrived at the point 
where device physics pose severe scaling challenges for future devices [3]. Therefore, to 
keep pace with Moore’s Law, it is important to continue increasing the number of 
transistors on a chip by investigating new technologies. This will allow further scaling of 
devices at the rate predicted by Gordon Moore. 
Memory is one of the essential components in today’s electronics market. All 
modern electronic products have memory either embedded into the device itself or 
attached externally. In addition, advancements in personal electronic devices like laptops, 
smart phones, tablets, digital cameras, and other entertainment devices have resulted in a 
dramatic increase in the demand for memory. Improvements in current memory 
technologies are the main driving force for developing faster, smaller, and cheaper 
gadgets. Customers’ consistent desire to have better and cheaper memory has motivated 
researchers to pursue continual developments in memory technology that offer higher 




















Figure 1.1 Memory Classification (An Chen – Global Foundries) [4] 
Memory devices are classified broadly into two categories, based on their 
principle of operation as presented in Figure 1.1. One class is Volatile Memory (VM) and 
the other type is Non-Volatile Memory (NVM). A constant power supply must be 
connected during the entire operating period of the volatile memory. Once the power 
source is disconnected, all the stored information (bits) will be lost. The most popular 
volatile memories are: Static Random Access Memory (SRAM) and Dynamic Random 
Access Memory (DRAM). SRAM consists of six transistors for each memory element as 
shown in Figure 1.2a. It consists of two inverters with an access transistor attached at 
each input of the inverter. The structure of SRAM, involving six transistors per bit is 
relatively complex, which results in poor memory density and is very expensive 
regarding cost per bit. On the other hand, DRAM has a simple structure as depicted in 
Figure 1.2b. It consists of a transistor in series with a capacitor. The two states in DRAM 
are formed by: charging of the capacitor representing one state (binary 1), whereas a 
discharged state corresponds to the other state (binary 0). 
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Ideally, DRAM can hold the charge forever if there was no charge leakage 
through the capacitor and the information would remain stored in the DRAM cell even if 
the power is turned off. In reality, due to the charge leakage, periodic refreshment of 
capacitors are needed to keep the information. The additional circuitry and timing 
required to refresh the cells make DRAM memory slower than SRAM. Due to the 
simplicity of DRAM structure, it offers much higher density than SRAM. Because of 








(a) (b)  
Figure 1.2 Structure of (a) SRAM and (b) DRAM 
Non-volatile memory, on the other hand, retains the stored information even if the 
power supply is removed. Since NVM can sustain data even without a power supply, a 
question may arise, why do we still use volatile memory? The answer to this question is 
related to memory performance. Today’s memory systems consist of a hierarchy of 
several devices, each having different requirements that cannot be easily incorporated 
within one single device. To support the instruction set commands and data in a CPU or 
ALU, a fast memory access has to be guaranteed. Despite being volatile memory, SRAM 
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is used in such devices where speed is more crucial than memory capacity. The most 
prominent use of SRAM is in the cache memory of processors where speed is very 
essential. Hard drives, optical drives, and other devices that need cache memory or 
buffers use SRAM modules. In contrast, DRAM, which has larger density and much 
lower cost per bit than SRAM, has slower speed and is used for RAM applications. 
However, the resulting power dissipation of these volatile memories is not economical or 
efficient, particularly in mobile applications. Traditional NVMs, such as Flash, have 
much larger storage density than both SRAM and DRAM, but operate at a slower speed 
than either of them.  
Currently, the NVM market is worth billions of dollars, and is expected to keep 
growing in the future. The motivation to study other types of NVM is to further improve 
the memory density, which will also help to continue the trend of cheaper and more 
powerful electronic gadgets. Until now, Flash memory has dominated the NVM industry 
with a share above 90%. The rapid growth of Flash is attributed to two of its major 
properties that suit the electronics market [5]. The first is its reliability and the second is 
its non-volatile nature. Because of these features, Flash has become an ideal candidate for 
electronic devices that require mobility and miniaturization. Although, Flash memory is 
the most matured NVM technology, its floating gate structure possesses significant 
scaling challenges due to the limitations on tunneling oxide thickness [6].  
In the following section, the working principle of Flash followed by the 




Flash Operating Mechanism 
The basic Flash cell is shown in Figure 1.3a. As seen in the figure, the major 
difference between a Flash cell and a normal MOSFET is that the Flash cell has a second 
gate between the Control Gate (CG) and the substrate, which is not electrically 
connected, known as a Floating Gate (FG). A memory element is formed by trapping or 
removing the charge in FG.  
 
Figure 1.3 Flash memory and its floating gate structure 
The difference between the erased and the programmed state of a Flash cell is 
represented in Figure 1.3b. The erased state of the cell shows a normal MOSFET 
behavior, the device turns on and conducts a current above the threshold voltage (Vth). 
However, when the cell is programmed, by injecting negative charge into the FG, it 
results in positive charge build up underneath the gate oxide. As a consequence, a larger 
CG voltage must be applied to turn the device on, as Vth of the cell increased.  
Electrons can be trapped in the FG by either hot carrier injection (HCI) method or 
by Fowler-Nordheim Tunneling (FNT) technique. HCI is achieved by applying a large 
positive voltage (>10V) to both the CG and the drain electrode, driving the transistor into 























substrate junction. Electrons in this region gain significant kinetic energy and 
subsequently have energy large enough to overcome the oxide potential barrier, so that 
they traverse through the gate oxide and get trapped inside the floating gate, as illustrated 
in Figure 1.4a. In order to create enough hot carriers, a large drain current has to flow 
though the device, which results in poor power efficiency.  On the other hand, positively 
biasing the CG and grounding the substrate while leaving the source and drain floating 
result in FNT. The strong transverse electric field between the channel and the CG enable 
electrons to tunnel from the inversion layer in the substrate directly into the FG, as shown 
in Figure 1.4b. The major advantage of this method is that it consumes much less power 
than HCI.  
 
Figure 1.4  Programming a floating gate device by (a) Hot carrier injection and 
(b) Fowler-Nordheim Tunneling 
There are two ways, both FNT, to erase Flash cells. The first method is to apply a 
positive voltage on the source and to leave the CG grounded as illustrated in Figure 1.5a. 
Due to a high positive voltage present at the source side, the electrons tunnel back through 
the oxide into the source region. To prevent the breakdown of the cell, due to the application 
of large voltage, the doping concentration of the source cannot be too high. Another problem 

















source region as the devices are becoming smaller and smaller. Thus the erase process 
gradually becomes less efficient. To overcome this problem, a second erase methodology has 
been developed as presented in Figure 1.5b. In this case, the substrate, instead of the source, 
is positively biased and the CG is grounded so the electrons can directly tunnel into the 
channel region. Furthermore, a symmetric source and drain configuration can be utilized. 
 
Figure 1.5 Erasing a floating gate device by (a) FNT at source side and (b) FNT 
in channel 
Application and Scaling Limitation of Flash Memory 
Based on the fundamental operation mechanism of Flash, there are several 
limitations from both application and scaling perspectives. First, it is impossible to 
achieve properties like fast programming, quick access, and high memory density 
together with random access at same time. There are two topologies for Flash cell known 
as NAND and NOR. NAND Flash offers the advantages of faster programming and high 
density yet it does not have random access capability and the read speed is slow. NOR 
Flash has random access capability; however, it is inferior to NAND in all other aspects.  
Scaling is another fundamental challenge to Flash technology for future NVM 
applications. Even though NAND Flash has higher density than NOR, it faces many 
difficulties to continue scaling down. It is generally believed that the feature size of 


















related to its fundamental operating principle. First, the inter-poly dielectric thickness 
must scale with gate oxide thickness to maintain adequate coupling of the applied voltage 
to the gate tunnel dielectric [8]. To ensure sufficient voltage can be applied to the FG 
during program and erase operations, the gate coupling ratio has to be greater than 0.6 
[6]. As device dimensions scale down, the common gate needs to be wrapped around the 
FG to provide sufficient capacitance. However, it is very difficult to achieve such a 
structure when the bit line spacing becomes 20nm or less. In addition, there is a limitation 
on the thickness of the tunneling oxide. If the tunneling oxide is too thin, electrons, even 
without any external electric field, can easily tunnel back to the channel. Therefore, the 
device retention properties could be severely degraded. Furthermore, as the size of Flash 
cell decreases, the number of electrons stored in the FG will also decrease, causing severe 
random telegraph noise [9], resulting in reliability problems. 
In general, continuous down scaling of the devices will result in additional 
physical problems. These problems will have to be avoided by more complex structures 
and materials. This complexity will result in a demand for advanced fabrication routes 
and tools, which is directly related to increase in lithography cost to obtain higher 
resolution. This will subsequently result in an increase of fabrication costs, which cannot 
be paid off by the increased memory/storage density, leading to an extremely high pricing 
for devices. These challenges raise the demand for alternative memory technology, 
combining high performance with non-volatility and low fabrication cost. 
Alternate Memory Technologies 
As Flash memory approaches the scaling limit, new NVM solutions are being 
explored as a possible replacement. Among the new memory candidates, Magneto-
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Resistive Random Access Memory (MRAM), Ferroelectric Random Access Memory 
(FeRAM), and Phase Change Memory (PCM) are in the prototype stage. These types of 
memories are used for various applications, though the number of commercialized 
products remains small due to the inherent technological problems. In addition to these 
memories, a memory solution that is being actively investigated is Redox Nano-Ionic 
Conductive Bridge Memristor (RCBM), commonly known as Resistive Random Access 
Memory (RRAM) or Resistive Change Memory (RCM).  
RRAM will compete with the aforementioned memory technologies, as it offers 
non-volatility characteristics, providing an alternative to Flash memory. Table 1.1 
summarizes the comparison of the performance of different memory technologies. They 
are, subsequently, briefly described and compared with matured technologies such as 
DRAM and Flash memory, illuminating the emerging demand for RRAM. 
Table 1.1     Performance comparison of different memory technologies 
Types 
Flash Memory MRAM FeRAM PCM RRAM 
Parameters 
Writing time ~1µsec ~30ns ~150ns ~10ns ~10ns 
Erasing time ~10msec ~30ns ~80ns ~50ns ~30ns 
Reading time ~50nsec ~30ns ~60ns ~20ns ~20ns 
Writing Power 
Consumption 





Magneto Resistive Random Access Memory (MRAM) 
A memory cell of an active MRAM device consists of a select transistor and a 
magnetic element, known as magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ), which is composed of a 
thin insulating film sandwiched between two ferromagnetic layers [10], as illustrated in 
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Figure 1.6. One layer has a pinned ferromagnetic polarity, whereas the other one can be 
changed by application of an external field. The MRAM device is positioned at the 
intersection of a bit line and a write word line. Both wires induce a directed and turning 













Figure 1.6 Schematic of a MRAM cell 
When the polarity of the magnetic layer is the same, the electrons can tunnel 
easily through the tunnel barrier layer due to the magnetic tunneling effect, and the 
memory cell is in the Low Resistive State (LRS). On the other hand, tunneling is 
suppressed if the layers are aligned anti-parallel, and the cell is said to be in the High 
Resistive State (HRS). The state of the cells can be determined by the current through the 
bit line once the select transistor is opened by the read word line. 
The writing and erasing speed of MRAM is faster compared to Flash with 
endurance comparable to DRAM. However, high current, which is necessary to program 
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the device, represents a disadvantage of this technology, and thus, limits its application in 
portable electronic devices.  
Ferroelectric Random Access Memory (FeRAM) 
The structure of a FeRAM cell is very similar to DRAM [11], as it consists of an 
access transistor and a ferroelectric capacitor. Unlike DRAM, the data in FeRAM is 
stored by the remanent polarization (Pr) of the ferroelectric film, which can be 
programmed by application of an electric field (E) across the capacitor. The electric field 
dependent polarization nature of the ferroelectric material results in a hysteresis behavior 
with a positive and a negative remanent polarization as shown in Figure 1.7b, which is 
non-volatile in the absence of an electric field. 
The polarization is switched either into the positive or negative direction 
depending on the applied voltage bias. A high amount of charge is shifted by a current 
flow if the polarization changes due to the voltage pulse. On the other hand, if the 
polarization already has the intended direction, only a small amount of charge is shifted 
because of the dielectric response of the ferroelectric material. The stored information 
can be read by detecting the voltage across the capacitor seen between the ferroelectric 
capacitance and the bit-line capacitance. Depending on the polarization state, the read 
voltage above or below a reference voltage, can be distinguished to define the stored state 
of the FeRAM element. 
A significant feature of FeRAM is its low power consumption. An operation 
voltage of less than 2V is the greatest advantage against Flash cells, which require a 
voltage of 20V for a write or erase operation. Apart from a lower operating voltage, the 
current is also lower, resulting in less write energy in FeRAM compared with MRAM.  
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Additionally, in FeRAM, power is consumed only when a write and read operation is 
performed, contrary to DRAM where cells have to be refreshed continuously, which 












Figure 1.7 (a) FeRAM Structure and (b) A polarization-electric field hysteresis 
loop 
FeRAM is widely used as an embedded memory in a logic LSI for wireless cards, 
automobile equipment, and domestic electronic appliances. However, it remains a 
relatively small part of the overall semiconductor memory market as its cell structure is 
not suitable for scaling. The highest density reported for FeRAM is 128 Mb [12].  
Phase Change Random Access Memory 
Phase change random access memory (PCM), like FeRAM, has a structure similar 
to DRAM [13]. Each cell consists of a select transistor and a memory element, which are 
arranged in a matrix of word and bit lines for addressing and operation, as presented in 
Figure 1.8. The key component is the memory element, which contains a chalcogenide 
(ChG) film, sandwiched between two electrodes that can be miniaturized easily. 
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Chalcogenide film is comprised by one or more elements of the sixteenth group (S, Se, 
and Te) in the periodic table, which in combination with other elements, for example, Ge, 











Figure 1.8 Phase Change Memory schematic with cell in Reset and Set state 
The operating principle of PCM is based on phase change of the ChG material 
from amorphous state to crystalline or vice versa by application of a small voltage. The 
amorphous state of the material is responsible for the high resistive state of the cell, while 
the crystalline one creates the low resistive state. The ChG material is sandwiched 
between two metal electrodes, which are used to induce time and amplitude controlled 
current pulses to transition between two states. A longer duration current pulse with a 
lower amplitude heats up the material above the crystallization temperature forming the 
crystalline state, enabling the low resistive state. In contrast, a fast pulse with a high 
current generates sufficient heat to exceed the crystallization temperature, but due to the 
small duration an under-cooled amorphous state is generated, making a HRS. The 
conduction of the PCM changes drastically as the material changes from amorphous to 
crystalline form. This effect is also used for rewriteable CD or DVD disks, where the 
corresponding state is determined optically by the reflectivity. 
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Resistive Switch Random Access Memory 
Resistive memory technology utilize the materials and structures where suitable 
voltages can change the memory state of the cells, allowing it to store binary data, similar 
to other NVM technologies. Over the last two decades and especially recently, there has 
been an increased interest in memristive system - resistor with memory as described by 
Leon Chua in 1971 [14]. He extended his description to memristive systems in 1976 and 
gave examples, such as thermistors, nerve axon membranes (as described by the 
Hodgkin-Huxley model) and discharge tubes [15]. Nevertheless, resistively switching 
thin films were not classified in this context for years. Certain types of materials have 
been observed to demonstrate a change in resistance based on the application of an 
external electrical field. These types of materials are ideal candidates for creating RRAM 
devices. The basic cell structure of a RRAM cell is shown in Figure 1.9. 
 
Figure 1.9 ON and OFF State of RRAM 
The figure shown above is called metal insulator metal (MIM) structure, where 
the device switches between a high resistance state and low resistance state due the 
application of either Write or Erase voltage. HRS represents the OFF state while LRS 
represents the ON state of the device. In RRAM devices, resistance change occurs in 
response to charge flux by building up or dissolving a conductive molecular bridge 
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between two electrodes. The conductive bridge is formed and dissolved in the film 
sandwiched between the two metal electrodes and is termed active film in this work. In 
addition, the Write and the Erase voltages do not need to be applied continuously to 
maintain the state, thus classifying RRAM devices a NVM. 
RRAM piques more and more interest as a promising candidate for the next 
generation of NVM, aimed to replace Flash memory due to the following reasons: 
1. RRAM is compatible with current CMOS technology, which means that investment 
in new processing tools will be minimal. 
2. RRAM has a simple capacitor like structure with two terminals, which is easy to 
fabricate and embed into VLSI circuits.  
3. RRAM is operated, in many cases, under very low power.  
High dense memories based on resistive switching have been proposed due to the 
simplicity of their structures and the possibility to scale them to nano-sized devices. 
However, RRAM still faces several challenges for practical applications. The problems 
being investigated are stability of the device performance and quantified analysis of the 
switching mechanism within these devices. Furthermore, device endurance requires 
further improvement to make RRAM devices commercially viable. 
Background and Literature Review 
In recent years, various materials have successfully demonstrated the resistive 
switching effect, which includes binary and mixed-valence oxides [16-26], phase change 
material between the two electrodes [27, 28], and silver doped chalcogenides [29-31]. 
The switching phenomena can be different depending on the material. In terms of the 
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behavior, the resistive switching effect can be classified into two main types, unipolar 
and bipolar. 
Principle of Resistance Switching Operation 
The most common characteristic of this type of non-volatile memory devices is 
the demonstration of the hysteretic current voltage characteristic in which resistance 
change occurs between two stable states, namely LRS and HRS. This resistance 
switching is controlled by either current or voltage. Switching of the device from LRS to 
HRS is called the RESET process, while switching from HRS to LRS is called the SET 
process. 
The operation of resistance switching is distinguished by two different schemes 
depending on the biasing, as shown in Figure 1.10a. To distinguish between a SET state 
and a RESET process, a current limit and certain voltage amplitude are required. 
When either the SET or RESET switching takes place at the same voltage or 
current polarity, the switching is referred to as unipolar switching (i.e., the switching 
process is independent of polarity). Thus, in unipolar switching, the applied voltage or 
current should be precisely controlled. In such type of switching, change in the resistance 
state occurs (HRS to LRS) by a threshold voltage accompanied by compliance current 
(CC), which is required to protect the device from thermal breakdown or immediate reset. 
Once the device turns ON, resetting of the device to HRS occurs at a lower voltage than 
the writing voltages.  
The nature of the unipolar mechanism offers an advantage of operation with a 
single polarity and simplifies the triggering for an external control circuit considerably. 
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The switching effect can be explained by the fuse-antifuse effect in which the formation 
or rupture of a conducting path, due to an electric field and thermal impact results in 
change of state of the device. Several transition  metal oxides including NiO and Nb2O5 























Figure 1.10 Two different resistance switching mode schematics (a) Unipolar and 
(b) Bipolar switching [35] 
A typical current response for a bipolar double voltage sweep is illustrated in 
Figure 1.10b. Bipolar switching shows a voltage polarity dependency for either SET or 
RESET process. Unlike unipolar switching, in bipolar switching if, for example, SET 
state occurs at positive voltage, then the RESET switching is obtained at a negative 
voltage. The asymmetry of the switching curve is normally caused by an asymmetry of 
the memory element. This can be caused by different electrode materials for the top and 
bottom electrode or a directed treatment during the electroforming process. 
In both types of switching modes, the resistance states are distinguished by a 
small read out voltage, less than SET or RESET voltages. Therefore, the read operation 
has no influence on the resistance state. Different switching modes are explained by 
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different mechanisms and the switching criteria depend on the materials and 
measurement methods.  
Classification of the Switching Mechanism in RRAM 
One of the challenging issues in the RRAM field is the switching mechanisms 
that govern the resistance change within the active material. Several mechanisms have 
been proposed to explain the switching phenomena in RRAM based on different 
materials. The International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS) roadmap 
suggests 5 types of RRAM devices that are based on different switching mechanisms as 
illustated in Figure 1.11.  
PCM
Resistive Switching
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Figure 1.11 Resistive memory technology classification based on their operation 
[ITRS 2012] 
The first switching mechanism, Figure 1.11a, is due to the phase change within 
the material, which results in different resistance states. The underlying mechanism of 
Phase Change Memory is explained in the Phase Change Random Access Memory 
section. The most reliable active material that is currently being applied in Phase Change 
Memory is Ge2Sb2Te5 (GST) [36, 37]. 
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The second switching classification, Figure 1.11b, is based on thermo-chemical 
mechanism also known as fuse-antifuse switching. The application of an applied voltage 
induces a partial breakdown of the switching material, thus creating a fuse between the 
two electrodes enabling the device in LRS. The conductive filament path is disrupted by 
joule heating caused by high current density through the filament enabling HRS. An 
example of this type of RRAM material is NiO, which exhibits filamentary conduction 
[38]. 
The third type of switching method, Figure 1.11c, is based on valence change 
mechanism. This mechanism is referred to as anion migration induced redox switching 
[39, 40]. In this mechanism, anions, typically oxygen vacancies in many transition metal 
oxides, drift towards and accumulate at the cathode, therefore an oxygen deficient region 
begins to grow and expand towards the anode. Oxygen vacancies reduce the valence state 
of anions, turning oxide into a metallic phase, resulting in the formation of a metallic 
conductive channel. Thus, the conduction path is composed of highly oxygen deficient 
non-stoichiometric phase, which shows higher conductivity than normal phase. A region 
with a high oxygen vacancy concentration between anode and cathode is shown in Figure 
1.12 obtained by X-ray absorption near edge spectroscopy (XANES) spectra [23]. This 
shows the importance of oxygen vacancy actions in transition metal oxides, which plays a 
significant role in resistive switching. Materials such as TiO2, SrTiO3 and Pr0.7Ca0.3MnO3 




Figure 1.12 X-ray fluorescence mapping after electroforming in Cr-doped SrTiO3 
showing distribution of oxygen vacancies between two electrodes [23] 
Models demonstrating the generation of conductive path by oxygen vacancies are 
described by Jeong et al. [40], Zhirnov and Cavin [41], and Yang et al. [42]. Jeong et al. 
made their observations on a symmetric stack of Pt/TiO2/Pt on the basis of the 
electroforming process in both vacuum and ambient atmosphere. During the 
electroforming process, the accumulation of oxygen gas at the anode hinted at the source 
of oxygen. Jeong et al. assumed that TiO2/Pt interface generates the dopant. The 
chemisorption of oxygen by Pt results in PtO* and production of oxygen vacancies as 
illustrated in Figure 1.13. Due to the applied voltage field and the concentration gradient 
electric field, the positively charged vacancies drift towards the cathode. At cathode, they 
start to form a conductive path consisting of reduced TiO2-x, growing towards the anode. 
An opposite polarity creates oxygen vacancies, which close the path or shifts the existing 
vacancies towards the upper electrode. This serves as an explanation for the requirement 
of a bipolar electroforming process, which requires dual sweep with different polarities to 




Figure 1.13 Electroforming process forming in TiO2 by application of (a) Positive 
voltage/current and (b) Negative voltage/current [40] 
The Zhirnov models of anions behavior is based on an interface effect rather than 
a bulk mechanism [41]. According to this model, if the oxygen atom is removed from its 
lattice position and the uncompensated valence of the nearby Ti atom creates an oxygen 
vacancy, the material becomes semi-conductive [41]. An electric field biases the 
vacancies in the material, which is assumed to be reduced constantly. As a result, they are 
pushed towards or pulled away from the metal electrode by the electric field. The Pt/TiO2 
interface between the metal electrode and the bulk oxide represents a Schottky-barrier.  
The consequence of the field and the attending shift of the vacancies is an expansion or 
shrinkage of this barrier, which is presented in Figure 1.14. The current flow becomes 
less when the barrier expands, permitting LRS, and minimizes the tunneling probability. 
On the other hand, the current is increased when the barrier width decreases, enabling 
HRS. A bidirectional voltage sweep with a correspondingly high voltage leads to a 
hysteretic current response by changing the Schottky barrier twice within a loop. Yang et 
al. [42] in their model, presented the influence of metal/oxygen interface based on the 





Figure 1.14 Barrier Modulation by oxygen accumulation along the interface 
representing (a) HRS corresponding to wide barrier and (b) LRS corresponding to 
narrow barrier [41] 
The fourth type of switching method, shown in Figure 1.11d, is referred to as a 
redox induced cation migration mechanism. During the electroforming process, oxidation 
of a metal electrode occurs at the anode interface. The positively charged metal cations 
migrate to the inert cathode and are reduced at the interface. The reduced metal atoms 
accumulate at the cathode and grow a metallic bridge towards the anode, forming a 
metallic conductive filament. The device is in the ON state when the filament bridges the 
cathode and anode. The application of a reverse bias voltage results in the dissolution of 
the metal atoms at the interface of the anode, resulting in OFF state. Silver (Ag) or copper 
(Cu) [44, 45] are typically used as the oxidizable anode with GexSe1-x [31] as a switching 
material. Details about this switching mechanism are discussed in the following section.  
The last switching process, Figure 1.11e, is based on an electrostatic/electronic 
mechanism. Electronic charges are injected and trapped at the interface of defect sites, 
which affects the Schottky barrier and changes the resistance of the active material. Some 




Table 1.2      Resistive Switching Materials 
Material Composition 
Binary Oxides 
TiO2, CuO, NiO, MnO2, ZrO2, HfO2, WO3, Ta2O5, VO2, Nb2O5, 
Fe3O4, Al2O3, SiO2, GdOx, etc. 
Peroskites 
LCMO (La1-xCaxMnO3), PCMO (Pr0.7Ca0.3MnO3), YBCO 
(YBa2Cu3O7-x), BSCFO (Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O), Sr1-xLaxTiO3,          
La1-xSrxFe3, La1-xSrxCoO3, SrFeO2, YBa2Cu3O7, SrZrO3Cr, LaMnO3, 
etc. 
Chalcogenides GexSe1-x (Ag, Cu, Te doped), Ag2S, Cu2S, Cd2S, ZnS, etc. 
 
A significant research work is currently being performed to investigate new 
materials that exhibit resistive switching. A number of materials that have successfully 
demonstrated resistive switching behavior are summarized in Table 1.2. Due to the high 
number of materials that have already demonstrated resistive switching behavior, it is 
important to narrow down the list to few possible candidates that show reliable device 
performance as well as have the capability for being applicable to commercial products.  
Among the various types of the memory effects shown above, we focused our 
studies on the devices using redox based electrochemical cation migration. It has been a 
subject of studies for a relatively short time, but the fact that it requires low power 
consumption, scaling to atomic size, high switching rate, and storage of multiple bits 
controlled by a compliance current, has made these devices the front runner in the race to 
dominate the next generation NVM market. 
Illustration of Switching Mechanism in a Solid Electrolyte 
Among several mechanisms, the formation of a conductive bridge filament is the 
most intriguing and highly researched mechanism for resistive switching. Cation-based 
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switching occurs when one of the two electrodes is an electrochemically active electrode 
(anode) metal, such as Ag or Cu, while the other is an electrochemically inert electrode 
(cathode) metal, for example, Pt, W, Ni, etc., and a thin film of solid electrolyte (or a 
dielectric) sandwiched between both electrodes. Solid electrolyte is formed by either 
thermal or photo diffusion of silver into the chalcogenide matrix, thus making it an ion 
conducting medium. The switching ON of the cell is due to an electrochemical formation 
of a metallic conductive bridge in the ion conducting chalcogenide medium, whereas the 
switching OFF is triggered by the dissolution of this filament. The electrochemically 
active electrode provides the source of metal ions, which after realization of the 
electrochemical process allows the formation of a conductive bridge filament. Figure 
1.15 illustrates the principle of operation of redox conductive bridge cell in conjunction 
with a current-voltage (IV) switching cycle using a quasi-static triangular voltage source 
with silver (Ag) as an oxidizable electrode and platinum (Pt) as an inert electrode. 
Initially, the cell resistance is high (OFF-state) and no electrodeposit of Ag is present on 
the inert electrode (Pt). When a sufficiently positive voltage is applied to the Ag 
electrode, the switching process (filament formation) consists of the following steps: 
i) Metallic Ag atom originating from Ag electrode is oxidized to create Ag+ 
ion at the Ag electrode/solid electrolyte (Ag-ChG) interface according to 
the following reaction: 
Ag → Ag+ + e- 
ii) Due to the applied voltage bias, which consequently creates an internal 
electric field between the two electrodes, the Ag
+ 
ion is attracted to the 
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inert electrode and migrates through the solid electrolyte towards the Pt 
electrode. 
iii) Ag+ ions are reduced back to metallic silver at the Pt electrode/solid 





 → Ag 
 
Figure 1.15 Schematic illustration of Set (A-D) and Reset (E) operation for an 
RCBM cell [47] 
This newly deposited Ag atom is a preferred growth site for the next silver atom. 
Due to the electrodeposition of Ag at the Pt electrode, the distance between the two 
electrodes reduces, creating a stronger electric field at the new Ag site. The filament 
continues to grow from this site (Figure 1.15C). Due to multiple redox reactions and 
electric field distribution between the two electrodes, a filament consisting of Ag atoms 
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grows from the Pt electrode towards the Ag electrode. The moment when the front most 
Ag dendrite makes contact with the solid Ag electrode, the device transitions from high 
resistance state to low resistance state (Figure 1.15D). When the filament reaches the Ag 
electrode, the device switches from HRS to LRS by short-circuiting the two electrodes. 
Upon reversal of the voltage polarity, electrochemical dissolution of the filament takes 
place, resulting in resetting the system into the OFF state (Figure 1.15E). 
Different names have been given to the cation migration based resistive switching 
devices, such as programmable metallization cell [31], nano- bridge [48], solid-state 
atomic switch [49], electrolyte memory [50], conductive bridging RAM [51], and so on. 
Since the filament formation and dissolution in the Ge-Se system is based on an oxidation 
and reduction reaction, it is referred as Nano Ionic Redox Conductive Bridge Memory 
(RCBM) in this dissertation.  
The electrochemical behavior of a RCBM cell is a function of thermodynamics 
and kinetics parameters, which are discussed in the following section. The process of 
filament formation involves the kinetics of electrode reactions (formation and dissolution 
of the filament) at both electrodes.   
Charge Transfer Kinetics 
The kinetics of the electrode reactions (either at anode or at cathode) can limit the 
overall reaction rate and the switching performance of the RCBM cell. The quantity that 
limits the electrode reaction rate is the overpotential (  ) defined as    =      , where 
   is the potential measured at equilibrium and    is the externally applied potential. The 
   contributing parts can be further expressed as:                        
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      . The current limitation due to the activation enthalpy    required for the initial 
nucleation process is represented by crystallization overpotential [52]. The 
electrochemical potential of the electrons (ηe) is shifted by the applied electric potential 
that changes the activation barrier height. A schematic presentation is shown in Figure 
1.16, where   ⃗    ⃖     ⃗   ⃖ are the activation free enthalpies for the forward and 
backward reactions, respectively, without and with applied voltage. The change in 
activation energy is proportional to the applied voltage, as shown in Figure 1.16. Part of 
the applied voltage that is being used to lower the activation barrier is the proportionality 
factor, known as transfer coefficient (α). The transfer coefficient for the anodic and 
cathodic reactions must sum up to one.  
 
Figure 1.16 Representation of the potential energy diagram of a charge transfer 
process. The black curves represent the initial state and the red curve results after 




The current voltage dependence for an electrode process controlled by the charge 
transfer at steady state conditions is given by the Butler-Volmer equation [53, 54]: 
    [   (
      
   
        )     ( 
    
   
        )]   (1.1) 
where   is the current density,   is the exchange current density,   is the transfer 
coefficient,    is the number of exchanged electrons. The first term in equation 1.1 
represents the anodic process while the second term shows the cathodic process. The 
overvoltage has a positive sign convention for anode process and negative for cathodic 
ones. The exchange current density, an important parameter, is defined as the current 
density at equilibrium that is a measure for the catalytic activity of the electrode toward a 
particular electrode reaction given as [47]:  
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In equation 1.2,  ⃗⃗ and  ⃖⃗ are the rate constants of the cathodic and anodic reactions 
respectively. The exchange current density may also be used as a stability criterion for 
the stability of the active electrode against chemical oxidation.  
Equation 1.1 is derived by taking into account a single step electron without 
considering additional concentration effect, double layer effects, multi-step processes, 
etc. In the case of an RCBM cell, one electron transfer reaction without considering 




In the case of small overpotentials (|  |  
   
 ⁄ ), that is, close to equilibrium, 
both terms in equation 1.1 should be considered.  Equation 1.1 can be approximated to 
the linear dependence [47]:  
  
    
   
         
 
  
            (1.3) 
where Rp is known as polarization resistance and has the units of ohms.  
For large overpotentials (|  |  
   
 ⁄ ), by increasing the voltage one of the 
term in equation 1.1 becomes very small and can be neglected. Under these conditions, 
the overpotential can be derived as: 
           
  




     (1.4) 
Equation 1.4 is widely used to study the kinetics of the charge transfer limited process. In 
the case of the Ge-Se/Ag system, the charge transfer process of Ag deposition determines 
the reaction rate [55], and, hence the switching speed of the cell during the Set process.  
Hence, the charge transfer limitation is an important parameter for RCBM devices where 
switching is based on the ionic conduction. For such systems, the diffusion process will 
be fast because of smaller diffusion length and higher diffusion coefficients. Therefore, 
the most probable limitation will be the electron transfer at the Ag electrode/electrolyte 
interface in accordance with the Butler-Volmer equation. 
Diffusion Limited Kinetics 
The reaction is diffusion limited if the diffusion of the reactants and the 
byproducts towards the electrode/electrolyte interface limits the overall reaction rate and 
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the overvoltage is referred to as diffusion overvoltage(      ). In this case, the steady 
state current-voltage dependence is given as [47]: 
       
   
  
  (  
 
  
)    (1.5) 
where    is the diffusion limited current, which is independent of the increasing voltage. 
The diffusion current    depends on the concentration of reacting species and their 
diffusion coefficient and is expressed as [47]: 
        
     
 
 
     (1.6) 
where   
 is the surface concentration given in cm
3
. The condition of constant diffusion 
limited current is reached when the surface concentration drops to zero. For Ge-Se/Ag 
system, it has been proposed that the charge transfer reaction is the rate limiting factor for 
the electrochemical reaction. The diffusion limited process will be of importance for 
systems in which the materials have low ion conductivity or larger thickness. In oxide 
based materials, since metal ions cannot enter the dielectric, the diffusion limited process 
is dominant. 
Parameters for Evaluation of Memory Device Performance 
The fabricated devices can be systematically evaluated using the following 
parameters:   
1. Non-volatility:  
Memory devices are classified into two types; volatile and non-volatile memories. 
A device is considered volatile if the stored information is lost after removing the 
electrical power from the memory cell while a non-volatile device keeps the 
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information even after the electrical power is removed. SRAM and DRAM falls 
in the category of volatile memory while Flash memory is non-volatile.    
2. Operating voltage:  
Operation voltage is elucidated as the necessary bias required for 
Writing/Erasing/Reading a memory cell. Large operation voltage not only 
negatively influences reliability, but also increases the complexity of external 
circuits. One of the negative points of Flash memory is its large operating voltage. 
Figure 1.17 depicts the working voltage of RRAM devices. These devices are 
written at much lower voltage compared to the 20V/-20V used for writing/erasing 
the Flash cell. 
 

























3. Retention:  
Retention is defined as the time duration for which the devices can retain the 
programmed values. Memory is classified as non-volatile, if the programmed 
value is retained for around 10 years. Even though Flash memory shows good 
retention (>10 years [56]), it is becoming more of a concern as the Flash cells are 
being scaled down. On the contrary, RRAM devices show excellent retention 
properties as shown in Figure 1.18.    
 
Figure 1.18 Retention of the ON state as measured before and after retention test 
(ROFF stays above 10
10
 ohm) [57] 
4. Endurance:  
Endurance is related to the number of times the device can be written and erased 
before failure. For non-volatile memory, 10
4
 switching cycles is considered an 
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acceptable value. There is ongoing research aimed at improving the endurance of 
RRAM cells and current endurance capability is presented in Figure 1.19. 
 
Figure 1.19 Endurance test of RRAM device with 10
5
 cycles [57]  
5. Multilevel storage:  
Multilevel storage indicates the device has more than two programmable states, 
which improves the storage density. Thus, compared to binary state, a multilevel 
device can represent more than two states.  Flash memory has a capability of 
storing fewer states compared to RRAM cells, making RRAM suitable for highly 
dense memory. An example of multilevel switching in RRAM is presented in 




Figure 1.20 Multilevel Switching in RRAM cell by changing the compliance 
current [58] 
6. Write/Erase time:  
Write/Erase time are important parameters for evaluating memory performance. 
The write/erase time of Flash memory is in the order of 10
-6
 seconds to 10
-3
 
seconds. On the other hand, the write/erase time of RRAM can be achieved in the 
orders of 10 to 100ns [59]. 
7. Memory Window:   
It represents the ratio of HRS to LRS, which may be considered as figure of merit 
for comparing RRAM technologies. Figure 1.21 represents these two distinctive 
states. Higher ON/OFF ratio results in better memory since a small ratio will lead 




Figure 1.21 Plot showing LRS and HRS of the RRAM cell with approximately 5 
orders of magnitude difference between the two states [60] 
8. Scaling:  
Scaling refers to the potential of decreasing the device dimension without 
sacrificing its performance. RRAM studies have demonstrated excellent 
scalability properties, thus making it a suitable candidate for future NVM 
applications. 
Motivation of Study 
The ITRS data for nano ionic redox conductive bridge memory devices’ 
improvement and progress, since 2007 is presented in Figure 1.22. The performance of 
the devices improve as we move radially outward along the octagonal path in the figure. 
The performance parameters mentioned on the octagonal suggests that the RCBM 
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devices meet all the requirements, except for the reliability parameter hindering the 
devices from being commercialized.  
 
Figure 1.22 ITRS 2012 requirement and performance chart for RCBM devices 
Operational reliability is one of the most important parameters for the emerging 
memory solutions. Reliability of the devices include both the endurance and retention 
properties as well as uniform and repeatable switching voltage for each cycle. Having a 
uniform switching voltage is an important parameter for using the RCBM devices in 
logic circuits, neuromorphic computing, and analog applications.  
The process of filament formation and dissolution results in an RCBM cell to 
switch states between LRS and HRS. Few studies [61-63] have been conducted to 
investigate the morphology of the metal filament growth and its dimension. Unequivocal 
evidence of the filament growing in various directions having multiple branches is 
















Figure 1.23 Filament topographies reflecting multi-branching within the filaments 
during the growth process in (a) Pt/H2O/Ag system with no bias and biased 
conditions [44], (b) Cu/WO3/Pt system [64], (c-d) Ag/AgS/W system with different 
bias voltages [65], and (e) Ag/Ag2S3/Au system [66]  
Once the filament is formed with multiple branches, causing the device to be in 
LRS, it has several connections at the bottom electrode (Figure 1.23 a, b, and e). Once the 
voltage polarity is reversed, it will stay in LRS till the last branch of the filament is 
dissolved. To ensure that the device switches from LRS to HRS, the bias has to be 
applied for a long enough time so that the filaments and all its branches are dissolved. 
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Since dissolving of the bridge is not a self-sustaining process, the filament may not be 
dissolved completely when the device is switched back to HRS (Figure 1.23a). The non-
dissolved part of the filament becomes the preferential site for the filament growth in 
subsequent switching cycles, and therefore results in non-uniform switching performance 
of the device. 
The work presented in this dissertation is aimed to improve the RCBM device 
performance through profound materials research regarding the active film formation and 
by nano-engineering the columnar structures growth within the device active layer. 
Multi-branching within the filament can be avoided by either having a very smooth 
(planar) surface for the active layer so that there is no preferred site for the filament to 
grow or by defining specific nano-pathways within the active film for the filament to 
grow. For planar deposition of active film, Ge-S devices were studied by Plasma-
Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition (PECVD) method, which allowed good control 
over the deposited chalcogenide composition in a dynamic environment. The nano-
columnar structures were created by obliquely depositing the active films with no 
additional cost in the existing fabrication line. The devices’ performance with nano-
columnar structures in GexSe1-x (x = 0.2, 0.3, 0.4) and GexTe1-x (x = 0.2, 0.5) active films 
under six different deposition angles were studied. Also a novel, CMOS compatible 
method for formation of RCBM arrays was investigated that could be embedded into the 
current semiconductor processes. In addition to various device fabrication techniques, the 
materials and electrical characterization of the fabricated devices were also studied to 




The dissertation organization up is structured as following: Chapter 2 describes 
the background of columnar structures. Mask designing and device fabrication details are 
presented in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4, the results regarding the research conducted on 
PECVD deposited films and thermally evaporated obliquely deposited films are 
presented. Electrical testing of the fabricated devices is discussed in Chapter 5. A method 
for fabricating lithography free RCBM array and its electrical characterization is 
discussed in Chapter 6. The research summary and findings are presented in Chapter 7. 
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CHAPTER TWO: THIN FILM GROWTH AND OBLIQUE ANGLE DEPOSITION 
Nanotechnology is interdisciplinary by nature and precise control over the 
morphology, porosity, and crystal structure is essential to significantly improve the 
properties of the engineered nano-structures. Thin films in nano-world involve working 
with scales that lie in the range of 1-100nm. Phenomena occurring at nano-scales are of 
interest to many researchers, making it a frontier in materials science research.  
Nano-columnar structures, achieved by oblique angle deposition technique, have 
been of interest for decades owing to enhancement of properties such as dichroism, 
birefringence, and anisotropic resistivity [67-69]. These nano-structures are porous in 
nature, which gives rise to interesting properties. Nano-columnar structures are believed 
to be an important building block for the assembly of integrated nano-electrical, nano-
optical, and nano-mechanical systems [70]. Recently, nano-structures within the thin 
films are becoming increasingly important as their electrical, optical, and magnetic 
properties can be tuned for many promising applications, including  nano-electronics 
[71], photonic crystal [72], nano-optics [73], gas sensors [74], and field emitters [75]. 
Apart from nano-structured applications, high porous nano-voids in thin film materials 
have fascinated many researchers in various fields due to their potential in applications, 
like multilayer dielectric structures [76, 77], optical micro-resonators [78], and optical 
interconnects [79].  
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In this work, the formation of nano-columnar structures in Ge-Se and Ge-Te thin 
films is investigated and applied to RCBM devices for improving their reliability. 
Inclined isolated nano-columnar structures were preferred in this work due to the inherent 
porous nature associated with this geometry. The symmetric nature of the pores helped 
the conductive filament within the device to grow in a directional manner.  
The nano-columnar structures using oblique angle deposition was first 
demonstrated by Kundt [80] and later by others [81, 82]. Thin films nano-structure on 
rotating substrate was demonstrated by Robbie et al. [83] at extreme vapor incidence 
angles (≥ 10° with respect to substrate normal) and  it was termed glancing angle  
deposition (GLAD). Figure 2.1 presents structures produced by GLAD technique. 
Modern GLAD implementations use real-time feedback system aided with computer 
controlled programs to control the substrate angle. 
 
Figure 2.1 SEM images showing improvement in structures by GLAD [84] 
Physical Structures of Thin Films 
Thin film growth by Physical Vapor Deposition (PVD) technique is a non-
equilibrium process due to high concentrations of impurity atoms and non-uniform 
substrates. Because of this, the number of extrinsic and intrinsic defects in thin films may 
exceed the defects found in the bulk material by a few orders of magnitude, signifying 
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that the deposited film consists of defect rich crystalline grains, separated by impurity 
enriched grain boundaries. For this reason, thin film properties differ significantly from 
bulk properties [85].  
The real structure of thin film is determined by the following processes: 
a) Shadowing: A phenomenon arising from geometric constraint imposed by the 
roughness of the growing film and the line of sight impingement of the arriving 
atoms. This effect is dominant at low substrate temperatures (TS). 
b) Surface diffusion: It determines the mobility of adatoms or admolecules at the 
surfaces and interfaces of the deposit material. The surface diffusion phenomenon 
is dominant at medium, TS. 
c) Bulk diffusion: It governs the mobility of adatoms or admolecules in the volume 
of grains, which is dominant at high, TS. 
d) Recrystallization: Phase transition because of complete change of crystal 
orientation that is dominant at large film thickness, which is dominant at high TS.  
These properties result in a particular crystallographic orientation, relative to 
substrate, in the growing films. Different structural morphologies are exhibited by these 
processes as a function of the material melting temperature (TM) and the substrate 
temperature (TS). This is the basis of Structure Zone Models [86-88], which have been 
devised to characterize thin film and coating grain structures. Based on the TS/TM ratio, 
structures were classified as belonging to one of the three zones. 
According to this model [86], for TS/TM < 0.3, the structures fall in zone 1, which 
are columnar in nature consisting of inverted cone like covers and separated by voided 
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boundaries that are several nanometers wide. These structures arise because of very 
limited adatom movement and shadowing effects. The surface of the films is quite rough 
for the films falling in this zone. For 0.3 < TS/TM < 0.5, the structures are also columnar 
in nature with well-defined column boundaries, which are approximately 0.5nm wide. 
Surface or grain boundary diffusion plays a role in the evolution of this structure. The 
effect of shadowing decreases by greater adatom mobility, which results in dense films. 
As a result the adatoms spread more uniformly over the surface and the film surface 
becomes relatively smooth. TS/TM > 0.5 falls in zone 3 where the bulk diffusion is the 
dominant factor owing to high temperatures. In this case, recrystallization can occur. The 
crystals are rather large and their boundaries are randomly oriented with respect to 
substrate resulting in a smooth surface in this zone.   
In 1974, Thornton [87] extended the Structure Zone Model by defining a fourth 
zone, transition zone, T, between zone 1 and zone 2. This zone was characterized by the 
densely packed fibrous grains morphology. Compared to zone 1, the surface mobility is 
characterized with less shadowing effect, higher density and smoother surface. In this 
zone, the morphology is directly related to sputtering gas pressure and inversely to the 
energetic particles generated by bombardment. Movchan and Thornton models were 
developed for relatively thick films at higher deposition rates.  
An improvement in the model was suggested by Messier et al. [88, 89] in 1984, 
for regions with TS/TM below 0.5, to accommodate both the evolution of morphology 
with decreasing the film thickness. Additionally, Grovenor et al. [90] investigated the 
influence of substrate morphology into consideration and examined the granular size for a 
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number of evaporated metals with thickness of 100 nm. Comparison of all models is 
presented in Figure 2.2. 
 
Figure 2.2 Evolution of Structure Zone Models [85] 
Messier explained his findings with an evolutionary model of column growth in 
zone 1. According to his model, three general structural units were recognized; nano, 
micro, and macro columns and the associated nano, micro, and macro voids [91]. Figure 
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2.3 illustrates the schematic representation of these interrelated structural units along with 
representative micrographs of amorphous Ge (a-Ge) films. A given column is composed 
of smaller columns stacked together that are themselves composed of sub columns. The 
typical size of the columns ranged from 1 to 3nm for the thin films (15nm) and 
approximately 300nm for the thick films (10µm) [88]. Separate nano-columns are 
developed in thin films as the film growth continues. These columns cluster together, 
forming a larger column, which eventually bundles together to form an even larger 
column, leading to the structural hierarchy depicted in Figure 2.3. 
 




Oblique Angle Deposition 
Even though early work recognized that obliquely deposited thin films exhibit 
properties that are different to normally deposited thin films, it was not until 1966 that the 
morphology of these films was proven to be made up of columns [92] that were tilted and 
grown in the direction of the arriving vapor flux stream.  
In obliquely deposited films, a flow of atoms or molecules (vapor flux) in a gas 
phase impinge on a substrate under some angle, which results in a columnar morphology 
of the deposited material because of shadowing. The angle of incidence controls the tilt 
of the columns and affects the degree of shadowing and thus the porosity of the film. A 
porous film consisting of isolated evenly spaced columns has already been demonstrated 
using an oblique angle technique [93]. If the substrate rotates around the substrate normal 
axis, the morphology of the film changes dramatically. 
Formation of Columnar Structures 
Columnar growth is attributed to a seeding and self-shadowing mechanism at the 
substrate surface [94, 95]. In the initial stage of a normal vapor deposition process, the 
vapor adatoms condense on the substrate to form molecular islands. When the substrate is 
held at an oblique position, condensed molecular islands act as barriers for the subsequent 
vapor flux, preventing them from depositing on the shadowed areas of the surface [96]. In 
this manner, the molecular islands capture the vapor and continue to have tilted growth 
towards the incident vapor direction as illustrated in Figure 2.4, where α is defined as the 
incident vapor angle of the material being deposited and β is angle under which the 
columnar profile grows (inclination angle). These definitions are elaborated in Figure 2.5.  
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Figure 2.4 Obliquely angle deposition a) adatom diffusion stage, b) growth stage, 








Figure 2.5 α and β definition for the columnar structure growth 
Moreover, the self-shadowing effect together with limited adatom diffusion 
during film growth allows producing of anisotropic and porous thin films. The anisotropy 
and porosity are strongly dependent on vapor flux incidence angle, material, and 
deposition conditions. In the obliquely deposited films, the morphology of the columnar 
structure depends on the incident vapor flux angle, substrate rotational speed, and the 
growth rate. A wide variety of nano-engineered morphologies, with controlled porosity,  
such as inclined columns, vertical columns, zigzags, chevrons, C-shapes, S-shapes, 
helices, super helices, square spirals, etc. can be can be achieved by controlling these 
parameters [97-102]. Figure 2.6 illustrates a few of the nano-engineered structures 




Figure 2.6 Nano-Engineered morphologies formed by controlling different 
parameters (a) Zig Zag, (b) C-Shaped, and (c) S- Shaped [103] 
The thin film morphologies are evolved under conditions of shadowing dominated  
aggregation due to oblique incidence vapor flux and limited adatom diffusion on the 
substrate due to low substrate temperature (TS/TM < 0.3), which favors zone 1 columnar 
growth, where a columnar morphology develops. In addition, the variations in the flux 
arrival angular distribution has to be considered as it affects the thin film growth. The 
extension of zone 1 structure to higher TS/TM ratios for high argon pressure, in the 
sputtering zone model proposed by Thornton, is a direct consequence of the increase in 
the angular distribution of the vapor flux due to randomizing collisions with the transport 
gas. More vapor flux arrives at an oblique angle, creating more atomic shadowing and 
resulting in a more porous film structure. A non-uniform and rough substrate surface will 
enhance the atomic shadowing with oblique incident flux resulting in more voided and 
porous film structures. An oblique deposition film on the stationary stage, shown in  
Figure 2.7, results in different shadowing characteristics parallel and perpendicular to the 












Figure 2.7 Schematic representation of columnar growth by the arriving vapor 
flux (α is the deposition Angles and β is the columnar growth angle) 
Columnar Structure Inclination and Shadowing Mechanism 
If the film is deposited under the condition of limited adatom surface diffusion 
with the vapor flux arriving normal to the substrate (zone 1) columnar micro/nano 
structures are formed [105]. This is due to the atomic shadowing that dominates adatom 
diffusion. The principle of the shadowing mechanism is based on nucleation of the 
evaporated material on the substrate as the regions that are shadowed by random 
agglomerated nuclei or grains do not receive any additional vapor flux. The atomic 
shadowing mechanism is enhanced when the substrate is tilted in such a way such that 
incident vapor fluxes arrive at an oblique angle to the substrate normal. The film growth 
occurs on the faces of the domed column tops facing the vapor source, which results in 
the columnar structure characteristics for zone 1. In particular, at extremely oblique flux 
incidence angles, the resulting film is highly porous in nature and composed of isolated 
nano-columnar structure inclined toward the vapor source [106]. The shadowing 
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Figure 2.8 Shadowing mechanism in columnar structure growth 
Ideally, shadowing effects can be enhanced by limiting adatom diffusion into the 
shadowed areas, which will lead to columnar film structures where the boundaries or 
voids between columns cannot receive vapor flux. The resulting film is normally 
composed of cylindrical shaped columns of material, separated by voids as shown in 
Figure 2.8. Such morphologies are difficult to achieve with standard deposition methods 
as the adatom nucleation will start to occur at all places on the substrate surface, resulting 
in amorphous structures. When the vapor flux arrives normal to the substrate, the flux 
distribution is symmetrical and anisotropic effects are produced by shadowing, whereas 
under oblique angle deposition, the vapor flux distribution at the surface is not 
symmetrical that results in asymmetry shadowing. A special control over the deposition 










A main requirement for columnar growth is a collimated vapor source; the degree 
of collimation will determine the homogeneity in the diameter of the columns. Therefore, 
all methods for physical vapor deposition techniques are well suited for this type of 
process. The surface diffusion of the molecules over the substrate material also plays an 
important role in determining the growth parameters of column width, separation, and 
tilt. Hence, a low substrate temperature is required to be maintained to minimize surface 
diffusion arising due to thermal energy. 
Models for Column Structure Formation 
There have been many studies that have tried to predict the geometry of the 
columns as well as the relationship between the vapor direction α and the substrate tilting 
angle β. Relating orientation of columnar nano-structures to various deposition 
parameters was a primary focus of early research [107].  Simple geometry rules such as 
tangent and cosine laws do not apply to the obliquely deposited films. The relationship is 
believed to be based on a combination of factors, including the vapor directions, surface 
diffusion of the arriving vapor on the substrate, properties of the material being 
deposited, kinetic energy of the arriving vapor, and vacuum pressure [94]. Various 
attempts have been made to qualitatively and/or quantitatively explain the column tilt 
angle, β. An empirical rule, known as the Tangent Rule [108], was proposed that defines 
the relationship between α and β as:  
     
 
 
         (2.1) 
This relation was not derived by any basic principles but rather was found to correlate 
well with the experimental results. According to this rule, the columnar tilt angle, β, is 
less than the deposition angle, α.  
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A ballistic model, known as Tait’s Rule, for orientation of columnar growth was 
proposed to overcome the empirical Tangent Rule. The geometric analysis of this model 
was based on the fact that when being shadowed by a neighboring column, the exposed 
surface is not symmetric around the deposition axis. Rather, the mean direction of growth 
is inclined towards the substrate normal [109], resulting in the following expression: 
         (
      
 
)    (2.2) 
Another model developed by Lichter-Chen for relating the tilted columnar 
structures and the deposition angle was derived by using a continuum model approach as 
[110]: 
     
 
 
    
             
    (2.3) 
where   depends on diffusivity and deposition rate.  
The expressions, equation 2.1 to equation 2.3, are plotted in Figure 2.10 for 
comparison (with  =0.2 for experimental conditions). A fitting parameter E was defined 
to generalized the tangent rule [111] 
               (2.4) 
Due to the sensitivity of the columnar structure on deposition conditions and 
material dependent properties, all materials behave differently and accurate predictions 
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Figure 2.10 Variation of column angle β with deposition angle α, obtained from 
the Tangent, Tait’s and Lichter-Chen’s expression 
Films Density 
The nano-columnar structures in thin films cause film porosity and, therefore, 
degrade stability against environmental influence [112]. The density of films with 







 o      (2.5) 
Column density decreases with film density [113] and is closely related to column 
width [114]. Increasing the substrate temperature results in decreasing the columnar 
density [115] that also varies with ﬁlm thickness, deposition angle and material, and must 
be evaluated for any given application [116].  
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Application of Nano-Columnar Structure in RCBM 
While oblique angle deposition technique implications have been employed for 
various applications over the years, the dominant use of this technique has been in optics 
applications as it provides a unique ability to produce an engineered index grading with 
the same material in a one-step deposition process.  
The exciting application of obliquely deposited films is extended to RCBM 
technology, in this work. Many studies have suggested RRAM to be one of the promising 
candidates for future studies because of its brilliant features such as non-volatility [117], 
simple structure [118, 119], and high speed response [120, 121]. However, the poor 
reproducibility of switching voltages constricts the practical use of these devices [122, 
123]. The variation of switching voltage is thought to happen owing to random filament 
growth and multi-branching causing deviation in resistivity [124, 125]. Naturally 
question arises, how can the variations in switching voltage be reduced/controlled? On 
the basis of filament growth mechanism, the diminishment in multiple filament growth or 
multi branches within the same filament would be an effective way for improving the 
reproducibility of the switching voltage. As presented in Figure 2.11a, in reality, the 
conductive filaments are formed with many branches as they approach the bottom 
electrode where they seem to have wide spread distribution. However, if nano-channels 
(nano-columnar structures) are created within the device active layer having an opening 
width comparable to the filament size, it becomes an ideal scenario where only one 
filament is permitted to grow through each opening as illustrated in Figure 2.11b. Such a 
structure will remove/reduce muti-branching within the filament as well as the bottom of 
the electrode, therefore, allowing uniformity in the switching voltage. This provides a 
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novel way to increase the reliability of the RRAM devices, without involving any 





















Figure 2.11 Schematic of (a) Real filament growth and (b) Ideal filament growth 
by providing pathways for its growth 
The nature of a RCBM cell is characterized by its randomness due to the cation-
based electrochemical process. As the device operation involves chemical reaction and 
movement of ions for filament formation, it causes randomness in the device 
performance at the atomic scale. The experimental details regarding the deposition of 
planar Ge-S active film with the aid of PECVD and formation of Ge-Se columnar 
structure within the devices’ active film to counter these problems are discussed in the 




CHAPTER THREE: MASK DESIGNING AND DEVICE FABRICATION 
Optical microlithography, a process similar to photographic printing, is used to 
transfer circuit patterns onto the silicon wafers, which forms a critical step in integrated 
circuits fabrication [126]. The schematic for transferring the pattern to silicon wafers is 
illustrated in Figure 3.1. 
 





sequentially onto all 







The pattern to be replicated on the wafer is carved on a reticle (mask or photo-
mask), which is composed of quartz with a layer of chrome. Clear quartz areas allow 
light to pass while chrome regions block the light. A two or three dimensional layout of 
the entire fabrication process for an integrated process is outlined on the mask. A UV 
source (illuminator) shines light through the mask, producing an image of the pattern 
onto a photoresist coated wafer using a projection system. The photoresist, being 
chemically sensitive to light, acts as the recording medium for the above imaging system. 
The photoresist, upon interaction with UV light, undergoes a bleaching action that results 
in breaking or formation of new chemical bonds in the exposed region, depending on the 
usage of either a positive photo resist or a negative photoresist, thereby changing the 
dissolution properties. The photoresist is finally developed, leaving behind a replicated 
pattern of the reticle onto the wafer.   
Design of a Multilayered Mask 
The mask is an important component that is used in the semiconductor fabrication 
process. The application of the photolithography technology allows plotting of fine 
patterns on the wafer, which are not possible by mechanical means. The device critical 
dimensions are miniaturizing on integrated circuits, which is putting stringent 
requirements on the photolithography process, primarily the mask design. This results in 
a large financial and design pressure on mask designing and device fabrication engineers 
[128].  
In the silicon fabrication industry, one mask is generally used for patterning each 
layer such as Poly, Metal1, or Contact. The design and creation of the mask for each step 
requires significant amount of time and cost when compared to the cost of a single silicon 
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wafer. In this research work, the mask cost is reduced by designing a special multilayered 
mask structure (also referred to as a 3-in-1 mask in this dissertation). The downside of 
using a single mask for fabricating RCBM devices is that it limits the number of 
fabricated devices per chip. However, for small-scale fabrication, reducing the cost of the 
mask by 1/3 outweighs the downside of the number of fabricated devices.  
The mask was designed using the Electric VLSI Design System, version 8.11. 
Electric VLSI Design System is a power CAD system for designing layouts. The 
individual layer layout of the 3-in-1 mask is shown in Figure 3.2. Open windows within 









Figure 3.2 Individual layers layout of the multilayered mask 
The procedure for using the 3-in-1 mask is outlined below and pictorial 
illustration of the outlined steps are presented in Figure 3.3. 
a. Pattern the Via Mask Layer onto the wafer. 
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b. Align the Ag Mask Layer on the mask to the Via Mask Layer on the 
wafer and pattern the Ag Mask Layer. 
c. Align the W Pad Layer on the mask to the combined Via/Ag Mask 
Layer on the wafer and pattern the W Pad Layer. 
 
Figure 3.3 Steps for using 3-in-1 mask (a) Pattering of Via layer, (b) Aligning 






















Via Layer patterned 
on the wafer
Ag Layer aligned with 
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The mask was designed with multiple vias dimensions that could be patterned 
using a single step. This allowed the flexibility to establish the device performance as a 
function of via size. Final layout of the devices created by using the 3-in-1 mask is 
presented in Figure 3.4 with via, metal 1 and metal 2 shown in gray, magenta, and green, 
respectively. In addition, the alignment markers after all three alignment steps are shown 
on the left of the device layout in Figure 3.4.  
 
Figure 3.4 3 Layer layout of 3-in-1 mask 
Running more layers on a single mask in a similar manner will nearly double the 
area for each new layer, consequently quickly making the scheme impractical. However, 
a full process flow can be divided into few steps like this scheme, saving researchers 
money with the non-production device fabrication experiments. 
Device Fabrication Using Multilayered Mask 
The following section describes the fabrication processes for different layers 
related to the RCBM metal insulator metal structure. The RCBM cells with multiple via 
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dimensions were fabricated by the 3-in-1 mask using optical lithography. The studied 
active layer within RCBM vias were deposited by: 
I. PECVD method 
II. Thermally Evaporated method with 
a. Normally deposited films 
b. Obliquely deposited films 
Process Flow for Development of RCBM Devices 
A CMOS compatible process flow was developed to fabricate the vertical devices 
using optical lithography, as presented in Figure 3.5. This process flow was developed 
such that the deposited ChG active layer does not come in direct contact with basic nature 
of the solutions, which are used in conventional lithography, since the ChG films are 
soluble in such solutions. Devices fabricated by means of optical lithography involve 
three steps: 
I. Formation of Via (Via Mask) and deposition of active layer (Figure 3.5a-
d)  
II. Formation of Anode (Metal 1 Mask) (Figure 3.5e-h) 


















c) Formation of Via and 
Etching of SiO2 
d) Deposition of ChG/Ag in Via

















































































Figure 3.5  Process flow for fabrication of RCBM devices 
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The multilayered structure of the RCBM is evident from the process flow, 
consisting of the bottom (inert) electrode, active material and top (oxidizable) electrode. 
Individual devices are separated by Silicon Dioxide (SiO2) dielectric layer. Silver photo-
diffusion process was used to form the solid electrolyte, which increases the ionic 
conductivity of the ChG film for the devices created using the PECVD deposition 
process. The dynamics of silver diffusion in the ChG matrix was studied and analyzed 
using neutron Reflectometry. The photo-diffusion step was eliminated for column 
structured devices since the nano-engineered column structures provide the pathways for 
the metallic filament to grow.  
Fabrication of RCBM Devices 
The final structure of the RCBM device is presented in Figure 3.5m. The width of 
the via in SiO2 dielectric layer separating the top and bottom electrodes define the device 
active area and is referred to as device size. RCBM devices were prepared at the Idaho 
Micro Fabrication Lab (IML) at Boise State University. The details regarding the device 
formation steps for fabricating the devices are elucidated below. 
Surface Cleaning 
Si wafer cleaning is critically important in the era of VLSI and ULSI nano-
technology. Over 50% of yield losses in integrated circuit fabrication are generally 
accepted to be due to micro-contamination [129], such as metal contamination, organic 
contamination, ionic contamination, etc. Si wafers were treated with an ammonium 
peroxide mixture (APM), which is composed of H2O2 and NH4OH (H2O2-NH4OH-H2O = 
1:1:5) to remove the organic residues. The wafers were rinsed thoroughly with DI (de-
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ionized) water. The oxide formed during the APM processing was removed by drenching 
the wafer into a diluted HF solution (HF-H2O = 1:30). The wafers were cleaned by DI 
water again to neutralize the reaction. The removal of native SiO2 was verified using the 
hydrophobic property of Si [130] as no water deposits were observed on the wafer top 
surface.  
Substrate Preparation 
The devices were prepared on Silicon (Si) substrate having a thickness of 380µm 
and a diameter of 4” with <100> orientation. The Si wafers were Boron doped (p-type) 
with single side polished. Since the Si wafers have a resistivity of 1
-10  
   
, which is 
significantly small, therefore, to isolate the devices from the Si substrate, a 200-300nm 
SiO2 layer was thermally grown on top of the substrate with a standard oxide furnace at 
1100 
ᵒ
C for 20 minutes. A 30nm thick film of Titanium Oxide (TiO) was used as an 
adhesion promoter and diffusion barrier, followed by a deposition of 100nm of Tungsten 
(W) film that was used as the inert electrode for the devices. The individual devices were 
separated by a sputtered 100nm of SiO2 dielectric layer that also served as an 
encapsulation of the device. The cross-sectional schematic of the base wafer is shown in 
Figure 3.5a.  
Sputtering System 
Sputtering is used in micro fabrication processes to deposit a variety of metal and 
metal alloys [131]. The inert electrode, W and top SiO2 layer for encapsulating the 
devices were deposited by AJA Orion 5 Sputter Machine (Model No.: ATC ORION 5 





DC input power of 200W was utilized for W deposition with a rate of 1.20 Å/second. The 
material transported was unidirectional and isotropic due to the larger diameter (2 inch) 
of the target and the small distance between the target and the sample. This effect was 
also strengthened by comparably high working pressure, resulting in a high collision rate 
of the sputtered material. The W electrode deposition was followed by sputtering a 
100nm of SiO2, having a deposition rate of 0.66 Å/seconds, using a RF source to avoid 
any charge build up on the target during film growth. Both films were deposited without 
breaking the vacuum to prevent the introduction of interlayer contaminants. The 
deposition conditions were programmed using the AJA International Phase II J Computer 
control built-in software. 
Optical Lithography 
The optical lithography procedure was repeated three times to complete the 
RCBM devices fabrication as shown in the process flow (Figure 3.5b to Figure 3.5k). The 
application of the 1
st
 lithography step formed the openings, which are the future location 
of the device via. Anode contacts were made during the second lithography step, while 
the last lithography step created the openings to the underlying W layer. 
Figure 3.6 illustrates the procedure for the performing the lithography steps. 
About 3-4ml of Hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS), an adhesion promoter, was applied to 
one quarter of the wafer. The HMDS was spun with a Headway Spin Coater 
(Model: PWM 32-PS-R 790) at 5000 rpm for 35 seconds followed by the application of 
of 2-3ml of positive photoresist (SPR-220), which was then spun at 6000 rpm for 35 
seconds. The photoresist coated wafers was baked at 115
°
C for 90 seconds to drive off 
excess moisture in the photoresist, which is called the pre-baking process. The contact 
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aligner, equipped with high intensity UV light (22mW/cm
2
), was used to transfer the 3-
in-1 mask patterns onto the photoresist coated wafer. The exposed wafer was then 
developed in a MF-26A developer for 40 seconds followed by a post-baking step for 90 
seconds to solidify the remaining photoresist for wet chemical etching. 
Coating Sample with HMDS Coating Sample with SPR 220 PR
Pre-Baking at 115°C for 90 
seconds
Alignment and UV Exposure 
for 8 seconds
Development (MF 26A) for 
40 seconds
Post-Baking at 115°C for 90 
seconds
 
Figure 3.6 Flow Chart for photolithography process 
Etching Process 
The wet etch process was preferred due to its simplicity and time efficiency over 
the dry etching method. The oxide in the vias was etched using 20:1 Buffered Oxide Etch 
(BOE) at a rate of 8 Aº/second for 2 minutes. BOE is a mixture of Ammonium Fluoride 
and Hydrofluoric Acid and performs a very selective etch. The etched vias opening under 
the optical microscope are presented in Figure 3.7. To ensure that the wet etch process 
was not causing any undercutting in the oxide layer, SEM analysis was performed by 
cleaving and studying the cross-section of the etched via. The cleaved sample was 
sputtered with Pt to have a good contrast and the results are presented in Figure 3.8, with 
no significant undercutting in the vias. The side walls of the photoresist seem to be rough, 
which might be due to the long exposure (~2 minutes) of the sample in the BOE solution.  
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2.1µm Via (Zoomed) 9.9µm Via (Zoomed)
 














Figure 3.8 SEM images of the vias (a) Top view of 2.1µm via, (b) Cross-sectional 
image of the 2.1µm, (c) Top view of 9.9µm via, and (d) Cross-sectional image of the 
9.9µm via  
Deposition of Active Layer 
The active layer of the film was deposited by both the PECVD and thermal 
evaporation methods. For PECVD deposition, the reactor was equipped with a vapor 
drawn precursor delivery system and a RF plasma network, while the Cressington 308R 
Vacuum System was used for thermally evaporated films. Details about the deposition 




Lift-off is a conventional technique to pattern metal or dielectric films in the μm 
or sub-μm range. Etching the vias and deposition of the chalcogenide film was followed 
by the lift-off process using a 1165 micro-stripper. The micro-stripper solution was 
heated to 65ºC for lift-off purposes. The sample was dipped in the solution for 2 minutes, 
with continuous stirring to avoid photo resist re-deposition.  
Formation of Anode Contact 
The lift-off process was followed by the 2
nd
 lithographic step using the Ag mask 
to form the Ag contact to the vias. The Ag contact was patterned by aligning the via 
alignment mark on the sample to the alignment mark on the mask with great care since 
any misalignment would result in the contact pad not overlapping with the appropriate 
via forming a non-functional device. The Ag contact pad on top of the via, under the 













Figure 3.9  Silver pad formation on top of vias 
Formation of Cathode Contact 
The Ag contact step was completed by lifting off the extra Ag from unwanted 
regions of the wafer by using a 1165 micro-stripper. The lift-off step was followed by the 
3
rd
 lithography step to form the W pads by aligning the W alignment mark on the mask to 
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anode alignment marks on the sample. Formation of the W pad, Figure 3.10, was 
completed by etching the SiO2 layer with the wet etch method. 
 
Figure 3.10 W pad formation top view on the sample 
The complete structure of the fabricated devices, with the process flow as 
presented in Figure 3.5, is shown in Figure 3.11. The electrical performance of the 
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Figure 3.11 Vertical device structures after lithography steps 
PECVD Devices 
Smooth film, with the PECVD technique, was obtained at deposition temperature 
of 120ºC and pressure of 0.2-0.3 torr within the reaction chamber. This condition 
however, contradicts some of the requirements for photolithography, since the 
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conventional photoresist is stable up to 115ºC. Because of this, the lift off procedure for 
creating vertical devices with PECVD deposited GexS1-x film was not successful. The 
reason for this is unclear but it is believed that there are two underlying causes for this 
behavior. One cause is that the photoresist reacts with sulfur radicals in the PECVD 
environment causing it to be non-reactive to the micro-stripper solution. During the photo 
resist lift off process, the bonds within the resist need to be broken to make the 
photoresist soluble in the solvent. Another cause for the lack of efficiency of the lift off 
process is that in the PECVD process a slight increase in molecular weight of the resist 
may make it completely insoluble in the applied solvents. This can be due to the thermal 
cross-linking of the photoresist molecules in case the reactor temperature is too high or 
the chemical reactions in the reactor are causing the molecular weight to increase.  
To demonstrate the applicability of the PECVD technique for fabricating RRAM 
devices, a lateral device structure was created and the devices exhibited the characteristic 
switching behavior of the RCBM. Ag was deposited using shadow mask on a stack of 
Ge-S/SiO2/Si followed by thermal evaporation of Aluminum (Al) to form the inert 
electrode. The lateral device structure is presented in Figure 3.12. 
 
Figure 3.12 Lateral device structure 
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Thermally Evaporated Devices 
Only lateral RCBM devices could be created by the PECVD method, whereas the 
advantage of using RCBM cells exists in the creation of nano-scaled devices. 
Demonstration of a vertical RCBM device is more advantageous for nano-scaled devices 
and these types of devices were successfully fabricated using the thermal evaporation 
technique. The benefits for controlling the composition of the active material using 
PECVD can also be achieved using thermal evaporation, but not in a dynamic manner. 
Normal deposition of the active material hinders the ability to control the filament 
growth; therefore, the conductive filament can grow in different direction and vary the 
device performance. The active layer with planar and columnar structures were created 
using the Cressington 308R Vacuum System, which allowed the wafer stage to be rotated 
360
°
 around its axis, and enabled a wide range of angular depositions.  
Normally Deposited Films 
The devices, called Generation 1 (Gen. 1) devices, were initially fabricated at 
normal deposition angle with the process flow presented in Appendix A. The difference 
in the Generation 1 and Generation 2 (Gen. 2) devices (fabricated with process flow 
presented in Figure 3.5) can be observed in the 2
nd
 lithography step.  For Gen 1. devices, 
the active material and Ag pad were created in one lithography step so that the entire area 
under the Ag pad and within the vias formed the solid electrolyte with photo diffused Ag 
in ChG glass [132, 133]. Ag diffusion into the chalcogenide film is unique since silver 
diffusion profile resembles a step-like concentration change.  
The diffusion front is thought to progress continuously under light till it reaches 
the saturation point or the silver source is exhausted. The optical arrangement used to 
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collimate the beam and formation of solid electrolyte is shown in Figure 3.13. A UV 
lamp having an intensity of 1.5W/cm
2
 is used for the photo diffusion step. Photo 
diffusion was preferred over thermal diffusion as saturation of Ag within the 






Figure 3.13 Optical schematic used to collimate beam 
Electrical characterization of these devices, presented in Chapter 5, resulted in 
unreliable device performance due to the unwanted distribution of the electric field within 
the device solid electrolyte layer. Due to this problem, an improvement in the process 
was investigated, as presented in Figure 3.5. Larger areas of the solid electrolyte film will 
result in larger distribution of the electric field, but the location where the electric field 
directly affects the device performance is situated within the vias. Therefore, it is 
desirable to confine the electric field within the via only. Since the filament growth is 
based on the movement of Ag ions under the influence of the applied electric field, it is 
necessary to control the electric field. In Gen. 2 devices, the formation of nano-columnar 
structure is limited to the device active area, which allowed the movement of Ag ions 
only through the vias and hence the effective area of the electric field was controlled. To 
validate the effectiveness of the Gen. 2 devices compared to the Gen. 1 devices, 
simulations were performed using COMSOL multi-physics software. This software uses 
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the Poisson equations to calculate the electrical voltage, electric fields, and electrical 
energy density at various locations in a given geometry.  
Improvement in Device Structure and COMSOL Simulation 
Application of the Poisson equations require some user defined inputs, which are 
the device geometries, electric potential applied to the electrodes, and the permittivity of 
the material. Devices geometry and spacing of the electrodes determines the distribution 
of the electric fields and electrical energy density. These two variables can be used to 
manipulate the field distribution, which is crucial to ensure a consistent device 
performance. The geometries used for COMSOL simulations correspond to Gen. 1 and 
Gen. 2 devices process flow are presented in Figure 3.14. The geometry thicknesses are 
analogous to the films and the vias thickness used for the devices fabrication.  




































Figure 3.14 Geometry used for COMSOL simulations corresponding to (a) Gen. 1 
and (b) Gen. 2 devices process flow 
Proper electrode biasing is extremely important for the conductive filament to 
grow. The geometries presented in Figure 3.14 are simulated by applying a +1V on the 
Ag electrode and grounding the W electrode. The simulations were performed with 
relative permittivity value of 6.98, which corresponds to Ge20Se80 bulk glass composition 
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[135], providing a quantitative comparison of the ability to store charge in a material 
relative to air [136]. A number of studies have been performed enumerating the relative 
permittivity of bulk chalcogenide glasses [135]. Since the thin films are made from bulk 
glasses, an assumption of permittivity value correlating to the bulk glasses can be made, 
as using a different value of relative permittivity will only affect the quantitative values 
of the electric field, not the location [137]. So the slight alterations in the permittivity 
values can be tolerated.  
Simulation outputs are plotted in Figure 3.15, which illustrate electric potential 
(Figure 3.15a-b), electric field (Figure 3.15c-d), and electric energy density (Figure 3.15 
e-f) distributions within the device. Electric potential shows the distribution of the 
voltage across different layers within the device. The lateral distribution of the voltage 
near the interface of the via and adjacent interface (chalcogenide in Gen. 1 devices 
process flow and oxide in Gen. 2 devices process flow) is evident in Figure 3.15a as 
compared to Figure 3.15b, respectively. The electric field distributions and the energy 
density are highly concentrated in the vias and the adjacent interfaces. Figure 3.16 better 
illustrates a cutline analysis of electric field distribution through the via, 
Ag/chalcogenide/oxide and Ag/oxide interfaces.  
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Figure 3.15 COMSOL simulations for Gen. 1 and Gen. 2 devices representing (a 
& b) Electric potentials, (c & d) Electric field, and (e & f) Electric energy density 
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Figure 3.16 Electric field distribution through via, Ag/chalcogenide/oxide (Gen. 1 
devices) and Ag/oxide (Gen. 2 devices) interfaces 
Applying a voltage bias will create an electric field and this electric field will 
drive the silver diffusion into the chalcogenide glass film. Researchers have shown that 
the application of an electric field of 125V/m (or greater) is the threshold to move silver 
in chalcogenide film [138]. It is evident from the simulations that the electric field in the 
Gen. 1 devices, Gen. 2 devices, and within the via is significantly higher than this 
threshold. In the Gen. 1 devices, the high affinity of Ag towards the chalcogenide matrix 
combined with the electric field at Ag/chalcogenide interface will result in majority of Ag 
atoms diffusing into the chalcogenide film, irrespective of whether this film is within the 
via or underneath of the contact pad. This will eventually result in depleting the Ag 
source. Once all the Ag is diffused into the chalcogenide film, the device cannot be 
appropriately biased for changing its state, which will result in an early device failure. On 
the other hand, in Gen. 2 devices process flow, even though the Ag ions can penetrate 
through the oxide layer, the diffusion rate through the oxide film is low. This will 
enhance the device endurance since a majority of the silver will remain at the contact pad. 
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Columnar Structured Devices 
The devices with nano-column structures were fabricated by using a 3-in-1 mask 
with an active-in-via concept by angular deposition of the active layer. An improvement 
in the device performance was observed by the formation of nano-columnar structures 
within the active film and by limiting the active layer deposition to only the vias. Since 
the chalcogenide glasses with columnar structure undergo either photo contraction or 
photo expansion due to the photo induced changes [139-142], the photo-diffusion step is 
not performed for these devices, fabricated with the Gen. 2 devices process flow in 
Figure 3.5. 
For each device, a blanket film on the Si/SiO2/W stack was also created to 
analyze the material aspect of the films, thus dividing the examination of the devices into 




CHAPTER FOUR: MATERIALS RESEARCH RELATED TO ACTIVE FILMS 
The chalcogenide deposition for the RCBM devices’ active area using PECVD 
and thermal evaporation methods, in conjunction with the corresponding material 
characterization are discussed in this chapter. Energy dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy 
(EDS), Raman Spectroscopy, Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM), and Scanning Electron 
Microscope (SEM) are the methods used in this study to analyze the material 
perspectives enlightening its importance towards device performance. A brief explanation 
regarding each of these methods is presented in the following section, followed by the 
material characterization performed in this research.  
Analytical Methods for Film Study 
Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy 
The films were characterized using EDS, a method capable of detecting the 
presence of different elements in a film, and thus determining the exact film 
compositions. An accurate film composition helps in understanding the behavior of the 
device as the source (bulk) composition and the deposited film compositions may vary. 
EDS was performed using the LEO 1430VP Scanning Electron Microscope equipped 
with an Oxford X-ray Detector and a Hitachi S-3400N-II Scanning Electron Microscope 
with an Oxford Instruments Energy and EDS system. EDS analysis was performed by 
applying a voltage bias across a tungsten filament that generated a stream of electrons 
directed at the sample using a set of apertures and beam aligners [143, 144]. Interaction 
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of the electrons with the sample under observation results in generation of X-rays, which 
are collected and analyzed to evaluate the composition of the films. A characteristic X-
ray originating from each atom with a specific energy is produced and hence the elements 
present within a specific film can be determined. In this study, the samples were analyzed 
using an electron accelerating voltage of 20kV with a working distance of 10mm and 
magnification of 2kX. On each sample, EDS was performed at five different locations so 
that multiple points were used to determine the uniformity and actual composition of the 
film for the samples. 
The primary and secondary X-rays for all the elements used in this work were all 
between 0kV to 10kV. Since the electrons can scatter off the sides or other locations, they 
would arrive at the surface of the sample with different energies. Hence, setting the 
electrons accelerating voltage to twice the energy of the most energetic X-rays 
originating from the sample ensures that the majority of the generated electrons reach the 
sample. This enhances the signal from the sample, resulting in accurate compositional 
analysis of the material. Acquiring spectra from five locations provided sufficient 
statistics about the entire film so that an average composition and the standard deviation 
can be calculated.  
A computer-aided program, developed by Oxford Company, compares the area 
under various peak locations and provides information about the composition of the 
sample by using a built-in library of the elements. Once a specific composition of the 
films is recorded, the composition is normalized to 100% to find the exact composition of 
the desired element. The beam intensity and the software were initially calibrated with a 




Raman spectroscopy has developed into a powerful tool in the ﬁeld of vibrational 
spectroscopy since its discovery by Raman and Krishan in 1928 [145]. Structural analysis 
of the various films is vital in understanding the initial film and the subsequent changes 
that arise either by changing the gas precursor ratio for the PECVD deposited films or by 
varying the deposition angle for the thermally evaporated films. The alteration in 
structures due to changing deposition conditions affects the device performance. 
Therefore, it is important to study these structural changes.  
The basic working principle of Raman Scattering is illustrated in Figure 4.1. Here 
g0 depicts the zeroth vibrational level of the ground electronic state and gE corresponds to 
an excited vibrational level of the ground electronic state. The solid lines represent the 





Figure 4.1 Raman Scattering 
When a photon interacts with an isolated molecule, the photon energy is 
transferred to the molecule, thereby elevating it to an excited vibrational state. Since in 
Raman scattering higher photon energies are involved, the molecule is excited to a virtual 
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level, which then relaxes back down, emitting another photon in the process. Most of the 
time the excited molecule returns to the initial state by emitting a photon with the same 
energy and wavelength as that of the excited photon. This type of scattering is known as 
Rayleigh scattering. However, there is a possibility of the excited state photon relaxing to 
a vibrational state diﬀerent than the initial state. In this case, the wavelength of the 
emitted photon would be diﬀerent to that of the impinging photon, thus allowing the 
detection of the molecular structures that are present within the material. The resultant 
Raman spectra consist of Gaussian peaks corresponding to the scattering intensity of the 
specific structure. The intensity of each peak is proportional to the number of specific 
structures. To analyze the overall spectra with multiple peaks, such as the spectra for 
chalcogenide glasses, the baseline noise from all the spectra was removed followed by 
normalizing the spectra in order to compare different scans without extraneous variables. 
The shift in frequency of the scattered light from that of the incident light is 
conventionally expressed in wavenumbers relative to the wavenumber of the laser, which 








1        (4.1) 
where  = Raman Shift 
  λ0 = wavelength of excitation in cm 
  λn = wavelength of scattered light in cm 
The Raman analysis performed in this study involved a high precision laser that 
emits light having a wavelength of 442nm with minimal side lobes. The samples were 
analyzed with a laser intensity of 40mW and the laser beam size of ~1mm. The laser light 
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reflected off the sample is collected by a charge-coupled device (CCD). Raman spectra of 
the films were performed at room temperature in a vacuum chamber using a Horiba Jobin 
Yvon T64000 Raman spectroscopic system in back scattering mode. 
Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) 
AFM is a useful method of studying the roughness and the topography of the 
films surface. Since the performance of RCBM devices depends on the active layer 
morphology, it is also important to study the active film surfaces for surface smoothness. 
There are three modes of operation to measure the surface roughness: contact mode, non-
contact mode, and tapping mode. In this work, samples roughness was measured by using 
the tapping mode, which applies the least amount of force onto the surface by 
periodically tapping the surface with a Si tip at the end of a flexible cantilever beam. The 
cantilever was excited by a resonance frequency causing the probe tip to traverse the 
surface of the film. The amplitude of the oscillation as well as the phase is modulated by 
the distance between the tip and the surface due to the interaction of both masses. 
Thereby, the tip slightly touches the surface and is shifted up and down by its drive to 
follow the profile of the sample with a constant distance. The feedback signal that 
controls the height of the tip is used to render the surface, which is scanned line-by-line 
to gather the information of a complete plane. 
Since the quality of the AFM image is critically dependent on the scan area and 
the scan speed in µm·s
-1
 [146],  all of the AFM scans were performed at the scan rate of 
0.5μm·s-1 with an oscillation frequency of 324 kHz for each 25µm2 scan area with a 
Veeco Dimensions 3100 AFM system equipped with a NanoScope IV controller. The 
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measurements were performed in an ambient and dark environment. The recorded data 
was analyzed by using NanoScope software developed by the Bruker Corporation.  
Scanning Electron Microscopy 
In SEM, an electron gun normally constructed as a field emission gun, which 
serves as the source of electrons that are accelerated by a field of 20 kV. Secondary 
electrons, which are generated by the interaction between the highly energetic electron 
beam and atoms in the surface region, are the origin of the image. The escaping 
secondary electrons have a kinetic energy of few eV and are registered by an in-lens 
detector or a detector beside the electron beam outlet. Due to their low energy, only 
electrons descending from surface atoms account for the signal, which thus creates an 
image of the topography. Electrons from areas deeper in the material do not reach the 
surface since they lose their energy through the scattering process on their way towards 
the surface. The intensity of the collected secondary electrons is then allied with the beam 
position to generate an image. A typical SEM schematic is illustrated in Figure 4.2. 
The cross-sectional images of the obliquely grown films were captured and 
recorded by a Hitachi Scanning Electron Microscope capable of 5nm resolution with 
backscattering detector. Quartz imaging software was used to analyze and record the thin 
film growth morphology. The samples studied with the help of SEM consisted of an 
oxidized silicon substrate with sputtered tungsten and thermally evaporated obliquely 
deposited chalcogenide thin films. The oxides are highly insulating and not structured, 
which is why they create a high contrast to the metal structures during the examination of 
columnar structures within the chalcogenide films. A thin conductive gold coating was 
deposited on the top cross-sectional surface of the samples under examination to provide 
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SEM imaging under the most favorable resolution conditions. Sputtering of gold allowed 
the feature details below 15nm to be observable. Furthermore, to gain a better resolution, 
the electrons acceleration voltage was altered between 8kV to 25kV. Also the samples 
were turned towards the detector to achieve a higher intensity by the secondary electrons. 
Turning the sample towards the detector also helped to overcome problems like multiple 
shadings on the cross-sectional surface by nano-columnar structures and different 
contrast from the edges, which would reduce the image resolution. By these corrections, 
the resolution gained was sufficient for the examination of nano columnar structures 
within the chalcogenide films.  













Figure 4.2 Illustration of SEM Working [147] 
The thicknesses of the deposited films as well as the dimensions and inter-
columnar distances were determine by the SEM. The samples were cleaved in a standard 
way with extra precaution to have the cross-sectional area parallel to the incident vapor. 
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Since the samples were tilted towards the beam detector to get a good resolution, a 
correction must be applied to get the correct value of the thickness. The schematic for the 
sample tilted towards the beam and the correction required to measure the actual 
thickness of the film is illustrated in Figure 4.3, where the correction to get the actual 
thickness of the deposited layer is: 
                   
      
        










Figure 4.3 Setup for thickness correction 
Thin Film Analysis/Characterization 
The bare film analysis of PECVD and obliquely deposited thermally evaporated 
active films was done on stacks comprised of a Si <100> substrate having a 200-300nm 
thermally grown oxide layer. Further, a 100nm layer of tungsten was sputtered on top of 
the grown oxide to have a good resolution for investigating the nano-columnar channels 
within the Ge-Se film. Figure 4.4 shows the stack used for bare film analysis for both 
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deposition methods. As mentioned previously, for PECVD deposited films the surface 
smoothness was imperative while for thermally evaporated films formation of nano-












Figure 4.4 Films stack for (a) PECVD deposited and (b) thermally evaporated 
chalcogenides (ChG) 
PECVD Deposited Active Film 
Sulfide glasses were preferred for the PECVD deposition technique since they 
show better temperature stability of up to 400°C, which is higher than the selenide-based 
glasses [148]. Ion movement is 10 times slower in sulfide glasses compared to selenium 
glasses [149]. While there is data about application of physical vapor deposition (PVD) 
methods like sputtering, evaporation, electron beam, etc. for deposition of chalcogenide 
active layer for RCBM devices, there is lack of information for fabricating RCBM 
devices using PECVD as the deposition technique for the active layer. Each of these 
methods has its own limitations; thermal evaporation does not allow dynamic 
compositional control whereas sputtering poses strict limitation on the composition due 
to the mechanical requirements of the sputtering targets. The best solution to overcome 
these shortcomings is the application of the PECVD method, which allows good control 
over the chalcogenide composition in a dynamic environment. The other advantages for 
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using the PECVD technique to deposit the active films are the ability to create relaxed 
films along with a good step coverage. These are all desirable features for creating nano-
scaled devices. Also to achieve a high memory density, it is necessary to closely arrange 
the vias in an array stack. Therefore, a deposition method that is capable of conformal 
ﬁlling like chemical vapor deposition (CVD) or atomic layer deposition (ALD) will be 
indispensable. CVD application for thin films of Ge-Se were reported [150-153], 
however most of these attempts were focused on optical application and no data 
concerning the electrical performance of the devices were reported.  
 Because of the aforementioned motives, in this research work, application of 
PECVD deposited GexS1-x chalcogenide films were investigated for RCBM devices. 
Another advantage that comes with this deposition method is that it permits control over 
the chalcogenide glass composition in the research mode, which allows a wide range of 
material compositions to be evaluated for device optimization and in production allows 
one to readily compensate for any process drift. 
PECVD Reactor 
The experiments were conducted using a 3.5 inch by 10 inch vertically positioned 
PECVD reactor with a vapor drawn precursor delivery system and a RF plasma network. 
Small amounts of germanium and sulfur precursor vapors were injected into a 
continuously flowing argon (Ar) stream. The vapor streams were then transported into 
the reactor chamber plasma from the top of the reactor and then exited from the bottom. 
Precursors used for Ge and S were Germane (GeH4) and Di Isopropyl Sulfide (C6H14S) 
respectively. Argon was added as a reactant gas to the precursor mixture, with a constant 
flow rate in the order of 500 SCCM (68% of the total gas flow). Delivery and control of 
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process gasses was through a customized gas frame equipped with MKS mass flow 
controllers and computer controlled pneumatic on/off valves. Gas sequencing and control 
are achieved through SMI process control software. The pressure in the reaction chamber 
was maintained constant at 35-40Pa, which was monitored via a capacitance manometer 
positioned on a T-Flange at the base of the reactor. The wafer was heated using a 
substrate heater whose temperature was varied from room temperature to 250
°
C. The 
temperature was maintained by monitoring the thermocouples embedded into the sample 
holder. Thin films of Ge-S were deposited for 30 minutes with growth rate varying from 
5-10nm/minutes. The process was optimized for best conditions to have a smooth layer of 
the deposited Ge-S films. The typical process variables are summarized in Table 4.1. 







Reactor Pressure 35Pa – 100Pa 
Gas Precursors GeH4, C6H14S, Elemental S (Ar used as carrier gas) 
Growth Rate 5-10nm/minute 
Material Characterization 
The PECVD deposited film composition, chemical bonding structure and surface 
topography were studied by EDS, Raman Spectroscopy, and AFM, respectively.  
EDS data for the deposited films under different conditions are summarized in 
Table 4.2. The deposited films were observed to be quite homogenous since EDS in 
different areas yielded a variation of ~1%. This is a key advantage of PECVD application 
for film deposition. It was observed that Ge composition decreased by decreasing the 
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temperature, while keeping the deposition temperature the same, an increase in the Ge:S 









The Raman analysis of the deposited films showed the presence of particular 
structural units corresponding to relaxed films. The observed spectra resemble the bulk 
material with the same composition, thus showing a low number of wrong chemical 
bonds. Raman spectra for the PECVD deposited Ge-S films are shown in Figure 4.5. The 
results are consistent with already reported results with analogous compositions [154]. 
The major Raman peak for S rich glasses is located at 340cm
-1
, which represents 
the breathing mode of Ge(S0.5)4 corner sharing tetrahedra in which Ge is four-fold 
coordinated and S is twofold coordinated. Its dominance fades with increasing the 
relative amount of Ge over 37 at.% when the edge sharing (ES) tetrahera, ethane-like 
structures and outrigger raft structure develop. The later Raman modes are specific 
characteristic for the most Ge rich film (Sample 1), which is partially crystallized. 
Samples 3, 5, and 6 have the highest concentration of S. In them, the presence of some S-
S bonds at wavenumber 475cm
-1
 and participation of corner sharing (CS) tetrahedral 







% by EDS 
Thickness 
(nm) 
Sample 1 250 7.0 59.47 370 
Sample 2 200 7.0 35.45 115 
Sample 3 150 7.0 34.55 276 
Sample 4 150 10.1 37.40 177 
Sample 5 120 7.0 36.83 175 
Sample 6 120 10.1 49.57 116 
Sample 7 100 8.6 34.52 187 
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structures manifested by the breathing mode at 340cm
-1 
are specifically illustrated on the 
Raman spectra.  


















































Figure 4.5 Raman Analysis of PECVD deposited GexS1-x films 
The AFM, topography study shown in Figure 4.6, revealed that low temperature 
deposited films with relatively low concentration of Ge had well relaxed structure, which 
could accommodate a high amount of Ag. With the deposition condition of sample 5, the 
structure appears to have relatively smooth surface with less frequency of hillocks, 
however in some cases hillock formations of up to 18nm were observed in the GexS1-x 
films, as presented in Figure 4.7. The smoothness of the deposited film was good, with 
low frequency of defects. The surface roughness in thin films is an important factor for 
the system reliability [155, 156]. In RCBM devices, the formation of the conductive 
bridge is dependent on the distance between the two electrodes. Thus, the conductive 
filament growth process will be determined not by free available adsorption sites at the 
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electrode surface but by the closest distance between the electrode and hillocks in the 
active layer [157].  
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Figure 4.7 Hillock formation and average surface roughness on the samples 
based on AFM scan of 5µm by 5µm area 
The active films thicknesses and smoothness was also examined by cross-
sectional analysis of the deposited Ge-S film. SEM cross-sectional imaging was done on 
the smallest device via (2.1µm) to ensure that good step coverage was achieved with a 
smooth layer. The top cross-sectional area of the film was sputtered with Pt to protect the 
underlying films from Ga-ions during focused ion beam (FIB) cleaving. Figure 4.8 
illustrates a higher magnification of the middle and left-middle area of the film with 
corresponding EDS spectrums of each layer. The Cu peaks in the spectra are from the Cu 
grid, which was used for supporting the SEM sample. The layer with brightest contrast at 
the middle of the image is W having a thickness of 100nm, while the phase in dark 





























Figure 4.8 SEM Images of 2µm device cross-section illustrating the smoothness 
of the PECVD Ge-S film with the corresponding layers composition determined 
through EDS  
The analysis of the PECVD deposited films illustrates that high quality films, for 
reliable and stable performance of the RCBM devices, are possible with this deposition 
method. AFM results suggest that some compromises should be made in terms of the 
application of relatively lower deposition temperatures, which result in a rougher surface, 




Silver Diffusion Kinetics 
Since the formation of a solid electrolyte, achieved through photo-diffusion, plays 
an important role in the device performance, it is imperative to study the silver photo-
diffusion dynamics. In this work, the kinetics of Ag in GexS1-x (x=0.2, 0.4) were studied 
by Neutron Reflectometry. Silver is believed to have a step-like silver concentration 
changes by photo-diffusion. Based on this, diffusion models have been suggested from 
numerous previous studies mainly using two methods: the time evolutionary changes 
using methods such as electrical resistivity [158] and optical reflectivity [159]; and 
determination of detailed concentration profiles using Rutherford Backscattering (RBS) 
[160, 161]. Rennie et al. [161] have shown in situ silver diffusion by light illumination 
and a step like silver depth profile using RBS spectra. However, the detailed Ag 




, which limited the statistics about the Ag profile. RBS spectra time dependent 
variation of Ag concentration is reported by Wagner et al. [160]. This approach assumed 
that the progress of diffusion is halted when the exposure of the sample to visible light is 
stopped, which in fact is not the case.  
Therefore, it is desirable to bypass the intrinsic limitation and assumptions of 
these techniques and measure the in-situ depth profile while the sample is being exposed 
with light. These transients in Ag profile can be achieved through X-Ray and Neutron 
reflectivity. However, X-Rays can induce silver diffusion in chalcogenides [162]. 
Neutrons on the other hand offer a safer approach by excluding the possibility of the 
beam-induced changes and the use of an intense pulsed neutron source is well suited to 
realize time resolved measurements. It is a popular technique for gaining valuable 
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information on the structure of thin films, where a highly collimated beam of neutrons is 
made incident onto the sample and the intensity of the reflected radiation is measured as a 
function of angle or neutron wavelength. 
The neutron reflectivity measurement on the GexS1-x (x=0.2, 0.4) films was 
carried out on a BL17-SHARAKU system, in which intense pulsed neutrons are 
generated through nuclear spallation reactions between a high-energy proton beam and 
the liquid-Hg neutron source target. In BL17 system, the neutron flux is proportional to 
the power of the incident proton beam, which was 200kW and 300kW for the 
measurement of the Ag/Ge40S60 and Ag/Ge20S80 films, respectively. The samples were 
illuminated by white light with a 300W Xenon lamp.  
Neutron Reflectivity, R, was obtained by      ⁄  where   is the intensity of the 
reflected beam and    is the intensity of the incident beam as a function of the neutron 
time of flight (TOF), t.   was obtained by measuring the intensity of the direct beam 
without holding the sample in the holder. The TOF was converted to the modulus of the 
wave vector transfer, Q, using the relationship:          ⁄   where        ⁄ .   is 
the wavelength of the neurons, h is the Planck constant, m is the mass of neuron, and L is 
the length between the neutron source and the detector,      is the incident angle, and 
     is the scattering angle [163]. The schematic for performing the experiment is 















Figure 4.9 Schematic for measuring Neutron Reflectivity 
Two types of measurements were performed in this work: static and transient. For 
static measurements, TOF spectra at two different angles were measured and combined to 
give wide Q range. In the transient measurements, the sample was fixed at one angle and 
the time evolution of TOF spectrum was measured while exposing the sample with a 
Xenon lamp. The neutron bombarded samples were prepared on a stack of Ag/GeS/Si. 
Thin films of Ag (50nm) and Ge-S (150nm) were thermally evaporated using a 
Cressington 308R Vacuum System. 
The static neutron reflectivity profiles for both the samples, before and after the 
light illumination are presented in Figure 4.10. The Ge40S60 was illuminated for 117 
minutes whereas Ge20S80 was illuminated for 71 minutes. According to the fitting results 
in Figure 4.10a, the Ag/Ge40S60 structure is preserved with no silver diffusion before 
exposure to the xenon lamp. However, in the case of Ge20S80, silver has already diffused 
into the layer without any exposure to the light, which may have occurred during the 




























Figure 4.10 Neutron reflectivity profiles before and after light exposure (a) 
Ag/Ge40S60 and (b) Ag/Ge20S80 films 
Figure 4.11 presents the Fourier Transform of the neutron reflectivity profile. The 
peaks in Figure 4.11a, correspond to 400Å (Ag), 1200Å (a-Ge40S60), and 1600Å (total 
thickness) and confirms a two layer structure. After illuminating the sample with the 
lamp, the reflectivity profile has changed, indicating some degree of silver diffusion into 
the Ge40S60 film. However, the Fourier Transform indicates that the two layer structure is 
preserved. Figure 4.11b shows a peak around 100Å that corresponds to the reaction layer. 
After light illumination, only one sharp peak around 1500Å is observed in Figure 4.11b, 
which supports the conclusion that the film is composed of one layer. The time evolution 
of neutron reflectivity is shown in Figure 4.12. Although the reflectivity changes with 
time, it is difficult to ascribe a physical meaning based on this observation alone. 
However, in the case of Ge20S80, Figure 4.12b, the neutron reflectivity changes 




Figure 4.11 Fourier Transform of the reflectivity data (a) Ag/Ge40S60 and (b) 
Ag/Ge20S80 films presented in Figure 4.10 

























































Figure 4.12 Time evolution of neutron reflectivity of (a) Ag/Ge40S60 and (b) 
Ag/Ge20S80 films substrate film under light illumination. 






















































Fourier Transform of the reflectivity data for Figure 4.12 is presented in Figure 
4.13 with rapid change also being observed to occur in Ge20S80. 




















































Figure 4.13 Fourier Transform of the time evolutionary reflectivity data of (a) 
Ag/Ge40S60 and (b) Ag/Ge20S80 
The position and height of the first peak are plotted as a function of time in Figure 
4.14a. Two types of diffusion process can be observed, a fast change observed in the first 
10 minutes after the exposure starts while a second, slow, change can be observed after 
107 minutes. Even after stopping the light illumination, the change seems to continue. 
Similarly, Figure 4.14b illustrates the peak position of the first and second peaks and 
height of the first peak is plotted as a function of time. Again, two diffusion processes can 
be distinguished: a fast change occurring after 2 minutes since the start the illumination, 
while a slower change is observed after 20 minutes. The silver diffusion has essentially 




Figure 4.14 Fourier Transform of the time variation plots: (a) the position (○) and 
the height (●) of the first peak in Ag/Ge40S60 film and (b) the positions of the first (○) 
and the second peaks (△) and the height of the first peak (●) in Ag/Ge20S80 film 
A difference is the reaction rate is observed in both the systems. The reaction rate 
in Ag/Ge20S80 film is faster than in Ag/Ge40S60 film. This compositional dependence is 
consistent with the structural flexibility of the Ge-S system, which is often explained by a 
floppy-rigid transition model [164]. Another reason is the high availability of S in this 
composition, which has a high affinity towards Ag. The faster reaction rate in Ag/Ge20S80 
is attributed to the structural flexibility of Ge20S80. However, two silver diffusion 
processes, a faster and a slower one, is observed in both systems. This result is consistent 
with the reported Ge-Se result that showed the presence of slow and fast moving Ag ions 
[165]. The two diffusion processes imply the presence of a comparatively stable 
(metastable) state in the Ag-doped GexS1-x layer. In the first diffusion stage, a Ag-rich 
reaction layer is formed and the Ag layer is exhausted. Considering that the two layer 
structure is preserved and that the position of the interface is fixed by the completion of 
the diffusion, the next silver diffusion step takes place from the Ag-rich reaction layer to 









































































this way, both of the layers can keep their homogeneity and this could be the reason why 
fringes in the reflectivity are clearly observed even after the silver diffusion. 
Columnar Structure within Device Active Film 
Apart from having a smooth active layer, another novel approach for improving 
the RCBM device performance was through the formation of nano-columnar structures in 
the active layer of the device. In this work, formation of nano-columnar structures in the 
Ge-Se and Ge-Te active films were investigated. The improvement achieved in the 
device performance was demonstrated through rigorous electrical testing. These 
suggested nano columnar structures are extendable to other chalcogenides compositions 
as well as the oxides family.  
Typically, the active layer of RCBM devices are deposited at an angle normal to 
the incident vapor flux, i.e. α = 90, which results in an amorphous structure of the films. 
This type of structure reduces the reliability of the devices as the pathways for formation 
of the contact bridge within the chalcogenide film could be different at each switching 
event. Multi-branching within the Ag filament results in a non-uniform switching at a 
different rate, hence fluctuating the performance of the devices. An illustration of 
electrochemically formed multi-branched filament through a 50nm Ag-Ge-Se film is 
presented in Figure 4.15. 
AgNi
 




 An ideal structure to avoid these shortcomings could be an amorphous disordered 
medium, which ensures high resistive state during the off state of the device, having 
nano-channels or nano-tunnels in the active layer of the device for the filament to grow, 
as presented in Figure 4.16. If the size of the channel is comparable to filament size, 
multi-branching within the conductive path will not occur. Moreover, the conductive 
filament, for each switching cycle, will grow through the provided channels, resulting in 
uniform switching of the devices. In fact, if these channels are properly addressed, the 
filaments growing through the channels can act as an individual devices. Therefore, an 
array of RCBM devices can be arranged in this manner. 
Such structures are achievable for the RCBM active layer if the ChG film is 
deposited obliquely at an angle α < 90ᵒ. Obliquely deposited films form column structures 
become porous and display unusual functionalities [167-173]. The research related to 
formation of obliquely deposited chalcogenide films started in the late 1970s when in a 
series of reports Chopra and co-workers described formation of column structures in 








providing pathway for 

















Prior to the film preparation for nano-structures using the oblique angle method, it 
is important to mention that the bulk glasses used in this work were prepared from 
99.99% pure elements. The glasses were prepared with a widely known method of the 
melt quench technique, where pure elements of germanium and a specific chalcogen 
element, for example selenium, were measured to correspond to a specific glass 
composition. For example, when creating GeSe2 for a specific weight, the amount of 
selenium placed into a sealed and evacuated ampoule was twice than that of germanium. 
The sealed ampoule was then placed into a specialized furnace, which raised the 
temperature until all the materials in the ampoule were in molten liquid form. At this 
point, the furnace was rocked to ensure complete mixture of all the elements. This step 
was followed by a quick quench to solidify the mixture and maintain the amorphous 
nature of the glasses by freezing the equilibrium characteristic of the liquid mixture. 
When the molten alloy was quenched at a fast rate, the resultant material was in a glass 
form having a higher viscosity than the liquid from which it had originated. The 
characteristic temperature for the transition from liquid to solid state is called the glass 
transition temperature (TG).  
Thin films of chalcogenides were evaporated on Si <100> substrate using the 
Cressington 308R Desktop coating system. A crucible shaped in the form of a Semi-
Knudsen cell, shown in Figure 4.17, was used to thermally evaporate the Ge-Se and Ge-
Te chalcogenide films. This Semi-Knudsen cell allowed to achieve equilibrated pressure 
to all the components of the glassy mixture. It is important to maintain a uniform pressure 
for the material being evaporated since thermal evaporation works on the properties of 
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partial pressure of the material being deposited. The atoms with the material having the 
same partial pressure will evaporate at similar rates and maintain the composition of the 
source material, but this is not always guaranteed, which is the case for the chalcogenide 
glasses. For example, in GeSe2, selenium has a higher partial pressure, so when the 
source material is GeSe2, the selenium will evaporate significantly earlier and faster than 
the germanium, creating selenium rich films rather than the original composition. 
Therefore, a special crucible, capable of maintaining constant pressure inside the 
crucible, was required to ensure that the composition of the source material is transferred 
to the evaporated film. This crucible was covered with a rectangular tungsten frame with 
small orifices, which at the same time were large enough to achieve a reasonable 
deposition rate. Once the chalcogen (Se) vapor strikes the cover, part of it will go through 
after losing substantial energy while the rest fills the close volume of the crucible. After 
the volume inside the crucible is filled with Se vapor, the vapor exerts pressure over the 
source and prevents it from further evaporating. However, at this point, the second 
element (Ge) starts to evaporate when the pressure inside the cell reaches its partial 
pressure.  Hence, once an equilibrium state is reached between the vapor and the source 
inside the cell, the composition of the material being evaporated will be the same as the 
source. 
The thickness of the deposited films was monitored by a 6MHz quartz crystal 
resonator (QCR). The films were deposited with a base deposition pressure of 10
-6
 barr 
and deposition rate of 2nm·s
-1
. Deposition rate is an important aspect towards forming the 
columnar structure. The incident vapor flux angle (α) and hence the columnar growth 
angle (β) was altered by tilting the stage at the desired obliqueness value. It should be 
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noted that the vapor incidence angle and columnar growth angle were measured with 
respect to the arriving vapor flux and the substrate/stage axis, as represented in Figure 
4.17. Bare films of Ge-Se and Ge-Te chalcogenides with thicknesses ranging from 0.5µm 
to 1µm were deposited under various deposition angles (α = 90ᵒ, 80ᵒ, 70ᵒ, 60ᵒ, 45ᵒ, 30ᵒ) to 
study the influence of the column structures inclination on the deposited material as well 











Openings made in the crucible cover to 





Figure 4.17 (a) Schematic of thermal evaporation chamber illustrating incident 
vapor measuring method where α1 is the normally deposited film (α1 = 90
ᵒ) and α2 is 
some angle less than 90
ᵒ
 (α1 < 90
ᵒ
) and (b) Semi-Knudsen Cell structure used for 
thermally evaporated films 
Analysis of Columnar Structure 
Cross-Sectional Study of Obliquely Deposited ChG Films 
The cross-sectional SEM images of GexSe1-x (x = 0.2, 0.3, 0.4) and GexTe1-x (x = 













shown in Figure 4.18 and Figure 4.19, respectively. Inspection of these images illustrate 
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that films deposited under oblique angles are composed of columns and inter-columnar 
voids. These voids provided the pathways for the silver filament to grow. The obliquely 
deposited films are inclined towards the direction of the incoming vapor flux. As the 
deposition angle decreased, the column angle also decreased due to limited adatom 
diffusion during deposition process [83]. The average column width, in case of Ge-Se 
films, was found to be ~19.13nm with an average spacing of ~15.64nm between the 
columns. This highly oriented nano columnar structure fabricated by obliquely deposited 
films is anisotropic in nature. Such structure introduces the anisotropic dependence into 






Figure 4.18 SEM cross-sectional images of (a) Ge20Se80, (b) Ge30Se70, and (c) 
Ge40Se60 under various incident vapor angles: (i) α = 90
ᵒ, (ii) α =80ᵒ, (iii) α = 70ᵒ, (iv) 





Figure 4.19 SEM cross-sectional images of (a) Ge20Te80 and (b) Ge50Te50 under 
various incident vapor angles: (i) α = 90ᵒ, (ii) α =80ᵒ, (iii) α = 70ᵒ, (iv) α = 60ᵒ, (v) α = 
45
ᵒ, (vi) α = 30ᵒ 
The measurement of the columnar structure inclination angles towards the 
incident vapor flux, deposited under different deposition angles, for Ge-Se and Ge-Te 
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films are presented in Table 4.3 and Table 4.4, respectively. The best approximation for 
predicting the inclination of the column growth under different angles is by the Tangent 
Rule (equation 2.1) [104]. The inclination angle of the experimentally grown columnar 
structure deviated quite a bit from the angle predicted by the Tangent Rule, which is 
shown in the tables. Therefore, a modified empirical formula is suggested to overcome 
this deviation in the Ge-Se and Ge-Te films, as:  
                     (4.3) 
where A is a parameter that depends on materials and deposition rate. The parameter A 
for the chalcogenide glasses studied in this work is found to be 0.625. 









Ge20Se80 Ge30Se70 Ge40Se60 
Columnar Angle (β) 
Calculated by 
suggested correction 
 Measured Columnar Angle (β) 
80 70.575 72 66 70 75.862 
70 53.948 61 63 63 67.981 
60 40.893 70 64 69 57.320 
45 26.565 46 49 48 41.987 
30 16.102 35 32 34 27.457 
 










Columnar Angle (β)  
Calculated by 
suggested 
correction  Measured Columnar Angle (β) 
80 70.575 66 75 75.862 
70 53.948 69 57 67.981 
60 40.893 62 56 57.320 
45 26.565 53 46 41.987 
30 16.102 28 22 27.457 
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A graphical comparison of the measured angles for the deposited Ge-Se and Ge-
Te films, the Tangent Rule and the suggested correction to the Tangent Rule is presented 
in Figure 4.20. The suggested correction predicts the growth angle of these columns 
within  10% of the experimentally found angle. 






































































































Figure 4.20 Comparison of measured angles vs Tangent Rule and suggested 
correction for (a) Ge-Se system and (b) Ge-Te System 
The eventual goal of the oblique angle deposition technique, in this study, was to 
extend its application in the fabricated devices to form column structures. Therefore, 
SEM analysis was performed on the RCBM device, having a via size of 2.1µm with 
Ge40Se60 active film deposited at 70
ᵒ
, after completing all the processing steps. The SEM 
images, along with EDS results, are presented in Figure 4.21. Figure 4.21a illustrates the 
organization of the films at the base of the via. A careful examination of the Ge-Se film 
in Figure 4.21a confirms the presence of column structures. The columnar structures are 
very prominent in Figure 4.21b. These results provided evidence of the columnar 
structures existence inside the device’s via. Hence, it can be concluded that with 
thermally evaporated obliquely deposited films, it is possible to form columnar structures 




































Figure 4.21 SEM images (a & b) of the obliquely deposited Ge40Se60 film and (c)
 
EDS analysis performed on (a & b) to confirm the films under observation 
Surface Morphology of Obliquely Deposited Films 
Even though SEM is a good technique for characterizing the films, it has 
limitations in characterizing the chalcogenide films, which are sensitive towards the 
interaction with the electron beam that results in collapsing of the column structure. 
Because of this, surface morphologies of the obliquely deposited films were studied by 
AFM in tapping mode as explained earlier.  
AFM surface scans, on a 500nm by 500nm area, for the obliquely deposited Ge-
Se and Ge-Te films are presented in Figure 4.22 and Figure 4.23, which illustrate that the 
obliquely deposited films are predominantly porous in nature. It can be observed that the 
normally deposited films, for each case, have a relatively smooth surface. As the films 
are grown under some angle, voids are observed on the surface, which clearly indicate the 
porosity of the films. A close observation of the AFM height bar scale, z-axis, indicates 
that the voids start to get larger and larger as the deposition angle decreases, which leads 
to a conclusion that the inter-columnar spacing increases at steeper angles.  
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c) Angular deposition of Ge40Se60 films
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Figure 4.22 AFM images for obliquely deposited (a) Ge20Se80, (b) Ge30Se70, and (c) 
Ge40Se60 films under various angles: (i) α = 90
ᵒ, (ii) α =80ᵒ, (iii) α = 70ᵒ, (iv) α = 60ᵒ, (v) 
α = 45ᵒ, (vi) α = 30ᵒ 
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Figure 4.23 AFM images for obliquely deposited (a) Ge20Te80 and (b) Ge50Te50 
films under various angles: (i) α = 90ᵒ, (ii) α =80ᵒ, (iii) α = 70ᵒ, (iv) α = 60ᵒ, (v) α = 45ᵒ, 
(vi) α = 30ᵒ 
In addition to studying the surface morphologies with AFM, the cross-sectional 
topography of the columnar structures were also studied. The SEM results for the 







Te films with deposition angles of 45
ᵒ 
were validated by AFM. The columnar structures, 
inclined towards the vapor flux in both the systems, are obvious in Figure 4.24 and 
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Figure 4.25. The details of the imaging method are explained in Chapter 5, along with 
electrical characterization of the devices, since this method was also used to verify the Ag 
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Figure 4.24 AFM images of the columnar structure by scanning on the sample 








(c) Ge40Se60 at        
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Figure 4.25 AFM images of the columnar structure by scanning on the sample 




(b) Ge50Te50 at α = 45
ᵒ 
 
Since with decreasing the deposition angle the voids start to grow bigger, the 
surface roughness will be the smallest for the normally deposited films and will gradually 
increase as the deposition angle becomes smaller. The result was confirmed by analyzing 
the surface roughness of the obliquely deposited films over a 5µm x 5µm area on both the 
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Ge-Se and Ge-Te chalcogenide glasses and the results are presented in Figure 4.26 and 
Figure 4.27, respectively. 
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Figure 4.26 Average surface roughness observed in (a) Ge20Se80, (b) Ge30Se70, and 
(c) Ge40Se60 films under different depositions angles 
(a) (b)
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Figure 4.27 Average surface roughness observed in (a) Ge20Te80 and (b) Ge50Te50 
films under various deposition angles 
However, it should be noted that the increased surface roughness with deceasing 
the deposition angle was to a great extent a relative effect related to the availability of 
pores, while the contact surface with the electrodes was not much affected by the 
deposition method. 
Compositional Analysis of Obliquely Deposited Films 
Since the device performance is dependent on the composition, it was important 
to study the compositional variations caused by altering the incident vapor angle. 
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Investigation of Ge-Se films compositions as a function of vapor incident angle is 
presented in Figure 4.28. The composition of the normally evaporated films (α = 90ᵒ) is 
equal to the source composition for the Ge30Se70 and Ge40Se60 while the Se richest films 
with source composition Ge20Se80 was Se depleted as the normally deposited films 
contained 75 at% Se. For Ge40Se60 composition, the Se concentration decreased with the 
decrease in incident vapor flux angle, whereas for the other two compositions, an 
opposite trend was observed; that is, the Se concentration increased as the incident vapor 
flux arrived the substrate under lower angle. In the Ge-Te films, Figure 4.29, a decreasing 
trend is observed for Ge50Te50 composition. However, no specific trend is observed in 
Ge20Te80.  

























Figure 4.28 Compositional analysis of GexSe1-x (x = 0.2, 0.3, 0.4) films by altering 
the vapor flux angles  
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Figure 4.29 Compositional analysis of GexTe1-x (x = 0.2, 0.5) films by altering the 
vapor flux angles  
The normally evaporated films (α = 90ᵒ) are usually the standard for evaluating 
the evaporation technique. The results for Ge30Se70 and Ge40Se60 films in Figure 4.28 
support the choice of the crucible and the evaporation rate since their compositions 
correspond to the source material. The Se rich samples resulted in Ge richer films, which 
is related to the high partial pressure of Se [178, 179] that contributes to repulsion of 
some Se atoms reaching the substrate with high energy. Evaporation of the Se rich 
compositions under oblique angles increased the Se content since, in these cases, the Se 
atoms reach the surface under a glancing angle, which reduces the energy of the 
interaction with the substrate and so reduces the repulsion of the Se atoms. The slight 
decrease of the Se content from the Ge rich films in the process of oblique deposition 
could be related to the full structural reorganization of these films, discussed in the 
Raman analysis section. 
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The deposition rate, Dd, for any system is dependent on the material to be 
evaporated, equilibrium vapor pressure and the geometry of the chamber [180]. The 
change in the compositions of the deposited material under oblique angles could also be 
related to partial pressure,    of the material being evaporated. Since, the partial pressure 
of Ge is much lower than Se [178, 179], in Se rich compositions (Ge20Se80 & Ge30Se70) 
the vapor flux will have more Se content at a given equilibrium vapor pressure (Dd   ), 
thus increasing its concentration in the film. However, in Ge40Se60 films, the Se 
concentration decreases as the source material becomes rich in Ge, resulting in a decrease 
of Se concentration as the vapor flux angle becomes small. The compositional results of 
Ge20Te80 as a function of the deposition angle are inconclusive, which is related to the 
phase separation that occurs in this composition. It was determined through the 
experimental work that the evaporation rate for obliquely deposited films should be 
higher than for normally deposited films in order for the columnar structures to grow.  
Raman Analysis of Obliquely Deposited Films 
The Raman spectra of the obliquely deposited Ge-Se and Ge-Te films provided 
insight into the structural changes occurring in each film as a function of the vapor flux 
angle. The major result from these studies is that although the films had well expressed 
morphology, they were amorphous in their nature. Analysis of both systems is discussed 
separately as each system has its unique characteristics. 
Raman spectra for Ge20Se80, Ge30Se70, and Ge40Se60 obliquely deposited films are 
depicted in Figure 4.30. In general, three regions in these spectra are distinguishable: (i) a 
relatively sharp high intensity band around 197cm
-1 
along with a shoulder lobe around 
214cm
-1
, (ii) a high intensity and broad spanning 225 to 300 cm
-1
, and (iii) a low intensity 
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band ranging from 305 to 330cm
-1
. In the 1
st
 region, the 197cm
-1
 band corresponds to 
symmetric stretching of Se atoms in Ge-Se-Ge linkages that are corner shared (CS) 
between GeSe4 tetrahedra while the 214cm
-1 
band corresponds to the breathing mode of a 
pair of Se atoms that are edge sharing (ES) two neighboring GeSe4 tetrahedra [181-185]. 
The frequency band in the 2
nd
 region corresponds to the Raman characteristic spectrum of 
pure Se and is related to Se-Se stretching in Se chains and rings [186]. The last band is 
due to an asymmetric vibration in the GeSe4 edge shared tetrahedral [187]. In addition, 
the spectra of Ge30Se70 and Ge40Se60 reveal a sharp but low intensity band centered at 
~178 cm
-1
, which originates from Ge–Ge homopolar bond [188] related to the ethane-like 
structure (ETH). Also, in these two compositions, the band in 2
nd
 region at 263cm
-1
 shifts 
to higher wavenumbers with increasing Ge content and, in the Ge40Se60 film, both the 
initially resolved bands in the 3
rd
 region (~263 and ~310cm
-1
) merge into a broad and 
intense band for films deposited under very low obliquely angle. 
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Figure 4.30 Raman Spectra for obliquely deposited (a) Ge20Se80, (b) Ge30Se70, and 
(c) Ge40Se60 films under different angles 
The compositional results could be related to the structure of the films with the 
aid of Raman Spectroscopy studies. Raman spectra of Ge20Se80 films show a clear red 
shift in CS frequency mode, characteristic for increased Se concentration [164] illustrated 
in the EDS data, with decreasing the deposition angle as shown in Figure 4.31a. This 
property is accompanied with an increase of the areal intensity of the Se-Se band 
vibration as shown in Figure 4.32a. The intensity of the vibrations for the CS mode 
increases in Ge20Se80, which suggests that the structure relaxes by enhancement of its 
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floppiness due to the formation of a three-dimensional network built predominantly by 
CS Ge-Se tetrahedra. This is indeed a structure that resembles the structure of the 
Ge20Se80 bulk glass [164]. 
The structural data for the Ge30Se70 films are ambiguous as the frequency mode of 
the CS undergoes variations, which are not in a clear dependence of the deposition angle. 
At the same time, the Se-Se areal intensity as well as the amount of Se in these films 
increases as a function of decreasing deposition angle, Figure 4.32a. There is not a clear 
dependence of these compositional changes related to changes of the areal intensity of the 
ES/CS structural units, Figure 4.32b. This suggest that, at this particular case, a phase 
separation occurs that keeps the equilibrium between the three dimensional Ge containing 
structural units with the Se-Se chains and rings. Similarly, phase separation has also been 
reported in [142]. 
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Figure 4.31 Variations in CS-mode as a function of obliqueness angle in (a) 
Ge20Se80, (b) Ge30Se70, and (c) Ge40Se60 
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Figure 4.32 Raman intensity area ratio of (a) Se-Se and (b) ES/CS bonding for 
Ge-Se system as a function of obliqueness angle 
The structural development for the Ge rich samples has an interesting 
development as a function of deposition angle. At normal angle deposition, it has a 
structure similar to the bulk material. However, after the deposition angle decreases, the 
structure degrades and cannot be fitted with the peaks characteristic for this 
stoichiometry. This composition is the representative of the Ge-Se glasses with the 
highest packing fraction [189], as presented in Figure 4.33. The packing stress is 
obviously released by destruction of the ETH structural units, which contributes to dense 
structural organization, which is relieved by formation of a tetrahedral structure with 
much bigger molecular volume. The stress release is the main reason for the structural 
reorganization as the angle decreases. A question may arise, what is building the column 
structures and how the structures are separated in the Ge-Se system? It is suggested that 
the columns are built by three-dimensional structural units containing Ge-Se tetrahedra 






Figure 4.33 Molar volume and packing fraction of Ge-Se glasses [189] 
The Raman spectra for Ge20Te80 and Ge50Te50 are presented in Figure 4.34.  In 







 corresponding to rocksalt, corner-shared structure, and edge-shared structures, 




 correspond to the 
rocksalt and the corner shared structures. The aforementioned list of band locations, 
which have been ascribed in the fitted Raman results, are accepted as the primary bands 
for Ge-Te chalcogenide glass system. However, in Ge20Te80, films another peak arises at 
150cm
-1
, which is attributed to the Te-Te bonding and is derived from the study of a-Te 
and c-Te material. The Raman spectra for a-Te reveals a peak at 150cm
-1
, while the 
crystalline phase produces a band at 123cm
-1
, therefore it can be concluded that Ge20Te80 
films are amorphous in nature due to the presence of this specific peak and shape without 
steep tops.  
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Figure 4.34 Raman Spectra for obliquely deposited (a) Ge20Te80 and (b) Ge50Te50 
In contrast to Ge-Se films, the deconvoluted Raman spectra in terms of the 
vibrational mode frequency, for the Te rich and Ge rich films, reveal structural changes 
occurring in the films as a function of altering deposition angle. A large shift is observed 
in CS mode (and of course others modes as well) as illustrated in Figure 4.35.  
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Figure 4.35 Variations in CS-mode as a function of obliqueness angle in (a) 
Ge20Te80 and (b) Ge50Te50  
The structural changes are better understood by plotting the area ratios of the 
corresponding modes, which are presented in Figure 4.36. Figure 4.36a illustrates a 
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decrease in the ES/CS structural units in Te rich samples with no significant changes in 
the Ge rich samples (Figure 4.36b). The Te rich films at α = 90ᵒ reveal no ES bonding, 
resulting in no data point for the ES/CS ratio in Figure 4.36a. The Te containing glasses 
offer a unique ability to analyze the rocksalt structure. In both Ge-Te compositions, a 
decrease in rocksalt bonding is observed by decreasing the deposition angle, with the Ge 
rich sample undergoing a larger change as illustrated in Figure 4.36b. Also, the 
homopolar bonding in Te rich films is observed to be less dominant in the normally 
deposited films. However, an increase in Te-Te bonding can be noticed in Figure 4.36a 
by decreasing the bonding angle. In the Ge rich films, no homopolar bonding is detected, 
as expected.  
a) b)












































Figure 4.36 Area ratio illustrating various bonds trends in (a) Ge20Te80 and (b) 
Ge50Te50 as a function of obliqueness angles 
The observed changes in the rocksalt layered structure reveal that there is a 
structural transition after α = 80ᵒ, in both systems. Prior to this transition, the rise of the 
rocksalt is attributed to the local rearrangement of the structure and the beginning of the 
columnar formation. The columns that are formed at α = 80ᵒ can be due to the specific 
structure of the rocksalt units with a ternary coordinated Ge and Te. The further structural 
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reorganization with decreasing of the deposition angle suggests the occurrence of phase 
separation with similar composition specifics as in the system with Se, characterized by 
columns formed by tetrahedral structural units and inter-columnar space filled with Te 
chains.  
Summary 
The surface morphologies, chemical compositions, and bonding structure of the 
PECVD deposited GexS1-x thin films and obliquely deposited thermally evaporated 
GexSe1-x (x = 0.2, 0.3, 0.4) and GexTe1-x (x = 0.2, 0.5) films were investigated in this 
chapter.  
It was demonstrated that with the PECVD method for active layer deposition, the 
composition of the grown film could be controlled in a dynamic environment. The films 
obtained with this deposition method were relaxed and their structure resembled the bulk 
glasses with the same compositions. High quality films with smooth surfaces were 
possible using the PECVD method, which resulted in reliable and consistent device 
performance. Filling of the vias with a high aspect ratio was also demonstrated through 
this deposition method. 
For the obliquely deposited Ge-Se and Ge-Te chalcogenide glasses, it was found 
that the deposition angle and deposition rate strongly influence the formation and 
inclination of columnar nano-structures. Examination of SEM images revealed that the 
nano-structures were composed of inclined column structures separated by voids between 
the adjacent structures. An increase in the surface porosity by decreasing the deposition 
angle was demonstrated through AFM. In the Ge-Se system, the Se rich films and the Ge 
rich films reacted differently to the obliquely deposited films. The composition of the 
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films deposited at normal incidence angle, changed by decrease of the deposition angle. 
The Raman results showed changes in the structure occurring in the obliquely deposited 
films due to formation of a phase separated material or the relief of the packaging stress 
in the particular composition. However, in Ge-Te chalcogenide matrix, structural 
reorganizations are recorded for α   70ᵒ.  
The materials characterization of the column structure films indicate that oblique 
angle deposition method is an effective technique for controlling the growth of the nano-
columnar structures in thin films. Since the nano-columnar structure within the thin film 
strongly influences its electrical, optical, and mechanical properties, having control over 
the growth of these structures allows one to have a functional layer to control such 




CHAPTER FIVE: ELECTRICAL TESTING OF FABRICATED DEVICES 
Aside from the process technology, the backbone of this work is to reflect the 
improvement achieved in the fabricated devices, by the suggested methods, with the 
electrical characterization of the devices.  
Quasi-Static Electrical Measurements 
Quasi-static electrical measurements are used to characterize the basic electrical 
parameters of devices such as the resistance performance of the devices or their long-
term voltage characteristics under a certain current load. The generated signal can also be 
employed as a control signal with a constant or time dependent voltage or current 
function to get insight into the device characteristics. Hence, the signal is an incremental 
step function and not continuous. Each step is divided into the delay time and integration 
time as illustrated in Figure 5.1. The former should be large enough to bring the sample 
into a static state after the preceding voltage step. The integration time is used to obtain 
several measurement values, which are averaged to suppress noise. The voltage signal 
starts at zero volts and increases with a predefined voltage step, Vstep, until it reaches the 
set maximum voltage level, Vmax. Additional parameters that can be controlled during the 
measurements are the delay time, tdelay, which affects the integration time of the signal and 
the hold time, thold, which is set to have a wait time between subsequent measurements. 
Another important consideration for the test setup is to limit the current that flows 
through the device when the device is in low resistive state. This requirement is to protect 
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the devices from getting damage by overheating through excessive current and is 




































Figure 5.1 Step increase in the voltage with voltage sweep from Vmin to Vmax 
The current-voltage (IV) and the resistance-voltage (RV) measurements of the 
fabricated devices were carried out using the Agilent 4155B Semiconductors Parameter 
Analyzer equipped with triax cables to avoid residual charge buildup. The testing 
equipment (sample stage holder, triax cables, and probes) was placed inside a Faraday 
cage sharing a common ground to avoid static charge build up.  
The devices were tested in dual sweep mode with various voltage step sizes 
ranging from of 2mV to 10mV and with different compliance current settings. Typically 
the integration time was set to MEDIUM with a hold time of 3 seconds between 
subsequent measurements. The double sweep voltage covers the entire device operation 
characteristics from write operation to erase operation. The IV measurements were 
carried out at room temperature, as well as higher temperatures (130
ᵒ




Electrical Testing of PECVD Devices 
The IV sweeps of the electrical measurements conducted on the laterally 
fabricated devices with composition corresponding to sample 5 (Ge36.83S63.17) are 
presented in Figure 5.2. This composition was selected as it offered the smoothest 
surface. Since the RCBM device operation is based on an oxidation and reduction 
principle, correct biasing of the device is vital to achieve the switching. Initially the 
devices are in the OFF state. During the dual sweep mode, in the forward sweep, the 
devices are written (SET State) by applying a positive potential to the Ag electrode and 
by grounding the Al electrode. Then in the backward sweep, the voltage on 
corresponding electrodes is reversed, which resulted in the erasing (RESET State) of the 
device state. 400 sweeps of the current-voltage (IV) characteristics of the PECVD 
devices are presented in Figure 5.2. Each cycle starts at -0.25V, the voltage first sweeps 
forward to +1V, and then sweeps back to -0.25V. The IV curves show a very uniform 
distribution of VSET and VRESET for the selected device.  
Initially, when the device is in the OFF state, the cell is in a high resistive state. 
The resistance switches to a low resistance state when the threshold potential of 
approximately 0.65 V is exceeded. At that moment, a conductive connection is formed 
between the top electrode and the bottom electrode, causing a steep increase in the 
current, until it reaches the compliance current limited to 10µA (cell resistance: low).  
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Figure 5.2 IV curve of PECVD deposited lateral devices (Ge36.83S63.17) 
Figure 5.3 illustrates the resistance voltage (RV) plot of the lateral device with 
dual sweep voltage. The plot shows four orders of magnitude difference between the ON 
and OFF state of the device. The resistance of the device varies from tens of mega-ohms 
in the OFF state to few kilo-ohms in the ON state, ensuring good retention of the device 
[190]. The fact of the formation of a second plateau on the RV characteristic suggests 
dual growth of a conductive filament in the active film. Lateral devices fabricated by the 
PECVD method showed relatively higher threshold voltage. The main reason for this is 
the larger distance between the two metal electrodes. 
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Figure 5.3 Resistance vs Voltage Plot for lateral devices 
The largest surface roughness, in case of the PECVD technique, is observed in 
sample 3, having a composition of Ge34.55S65.45. The electrical performance of the device 
is presented in Figure 5.4. Even though the VRESET of the device is consistent, the VSET of 
the device fluctuates from 0.3V to 0.65V, emphasizing the importance of having a 
smooth surface at the chalcogenide/Ag interface.   






























Figure 5.4  IV curve of PECVD deposited lateral devices (Ge34.55S65.45) 
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The non-uniform switching can be explained by a rough surface at the 
chalcogenide/Ag surface, which results in switching voltage variations in the device. 
These rough areas consist of hillocks or pinholes at the surface, thus making those 
regions a preferential site for the conductive filament to grow. Having a lot of hillocks 
will result in a new nucleation site for each switching event, which will result in non-
uniform switching. A schematic representation of this is presented in Figure 5.5, where a 
filament is formed at two different locations during the switching events. The preferential 
site for the filament to grow is where the distance is shortest between the two electrodes. 
The smooth film is also important as it will ensure good adhesion of Ag to the 
chalcogenide layer. Therefore, having a uniform Ge-S surface will help to improve the 




Preferred nucleation site for filament growth
 
Figure 5.5 Non-uniform switching due to surface roughness at Chalcogenide/Ag 
interface 
The variation in the switching voltage can also be explained by an insight into the 
parameters affecting the formation of the conductive filament. The kinetics of the 
oxidation-reduction reaction between two substances A and B reacting with rate 
constants   can be expressed by equation 5.1, where    corresponds to a reaction rate in 
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forward direction (Oxidation) and    represents the reaction rate in the backward 
direction (Reduction): 
A 
    
⇔         (5.1) 
The rate constants k can be expressed in Arrhenius form as: 
     
   
  ⁄      (5.2) 
where    is activation energy,   is a constant,   is the temperature and   is the gas 
constant. The reaction rate kinetics can be explained with the help of Figure 5.6, which 
represents the standard free energy change of the reacting species in going from the metal 
electrode to solid electrolyte. The reaction coordinates express the progress of the 
reaction along a forward path, e.g. the position of the species with respect to the interface. 
The inclined barrier energies correspond to the respective activation energies of the 
oxidation EAO and the reduction EAR. Varying the electrode potential can vary the energy 
devolution and therefore the activation energy for the respective reaction, as indicated in 
Figure 5.6. Due to voltage dependence, current density can be associated with this 
interface as described in the Butler-Volmer equation [53, 54].  
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]       [ 
        
  
]   (5.3) 
where    is the exchange current density flowing in both the anodic and cathodic 
direction for equilibrium condition, n is the number of electrons involved in the reaction, 
F is the Faraday constant, R is the gas constant, T is the temperature, η is the potential 
deviation from the equilibrium voltage conditions and α is the transfer coefficient, which 
depends on the shape of the intersection region of the energy curve in Figure 5.6. The 
exponential behavior of the rate constants k in equation 5.2 is reflected in the exponential 
























Figure 5.6 Standard free energy changes during an electrode reaction [53] 
To switch the RCBM device in the SET state, a certain amount of Ag is required 
to form the conductive bridge. This amount of Ag is proportional to the charge Qo 
flowing through the device during a program (SET) operation. The quantity of silver ions 
generated at the metal electrode/electrolyte interface is determined by the over potential η 
and equation 5.3. To determine the ion current, one has to take into account the effective 
area that is involved in the ion generation process, which can be expressed as: 
            (5.4) 
In equation 5.4, j is the net current density and Aeff is the effective area at the metal 
electrode/electrolyte interface taking part in the reaction. Since the entire 
electrode/electrolyte interface is not involved in the ion generation process, 
inhomogeneity of current density will occur. With a rough surface, each time the 
effective area participating in the ion generation process will vary, which will give rise to 
a different switching voltage, resulting in inconsistent switching during the SET process. 
However, with a smoother interface between the metal electrode and the solid electrolyte, 
it is expected that the effective area participating in the ion generation process will be the 
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same during each switching occurrence. This will result in uniform switching, even 
though the nucleation site may vary at each switching cycle.  
Thermally Evaporated Devices 
Initially, Gen. 1 devices were fabricated with the standard process flow to 
optimize the process variations for device fabrication. These devices were fabricated by 
the process flow presented in Appendix A. The electrical characterization of the Gen. 1 
devices is discussed in the following section. 
Normally Deposited Film 
The IV characteristics of the fabricated devices with normally deposited active 
layer and solid electrolyte formation is presented in Figure 5.7. The device enters the low 
resistive state at a threshold voltage of approximately 0.42V, indicating a conductive 
connection between the top and bottom electrodes, resulting in a steep increase in the 
current until it reaches the compliance current limited to 50nA.  
 
Figure 5.7 IV Characteristics of RCBM devices with planar deposition and solid 
electrolyte formation 























On the reverse voltage sweep, the bridge is partially dissolved, but during the next 
forward sweep, the bridge does not continue formation from the same location from 
which the previous filament was grown. This unpredictable filament growth through the 
solid electrolyte is the cause of unreliability in device performance. The operation of 
Gen. 1 devices with Ge40Se60 film as the active layer lasted for approximately 1200 
cycles. The devices did not switch to LRS even by increasing the forward voltage sweep 
to 5V after1200 cycles, as shown in Figure 5.8. Since with the solid electrolyte area 
underneath the entire Ag pad, a time will be reached when all the Ag is diffused into the 
under lying film, which explains the shortcoming in the Gen. 1 devices process flow. 



















Voltage (V)  
Figure 5.8 IV characteristic for the device not turning on after 1200 cycles 
The failure of the Gen. 1 devices can be attributed to the significant amount of 
free volume available in the chalcogenide glass film. Chalcogenide glasses are 
amorphous material with varied regions of high and low density of material in addition to 
voids within the structure. The amount of free volume space available in Ge-Se system is 
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around 10-15% [191] with Ge33Se67 offering the most free volume space [192]. This free 
volume within the glass structure provides ideal locations for silver ions to move and 
reside, which contributes to the ionic conduction. Numerous models have been proposed 
to suggest the preferential path for ionic conduction [193, 194]. A generalized schematic 
representation the free volume concept in amorphous chalcogenide system is presented in 
Figure 5.9. The size of the silver ion is significantly small when compared to the size of 
the channels and voids, therefore the silver atoms have the ability to diffuse through these 
regions. Figure 5.9 illustrates two characteristic regions where silver can reside, labeled 
as A and B. The pathway, represented as region A in Figure 5.9, provides the preferential 
path for the filament growth. While region B represents isolated Ag islands, where the 
silver atoms within these regions are isolated from nearby pathways and cannot 
contribute to filament formation.   
 
Figure 5.9 Schematic illustration of free volume in silver doped chalcogenides 
[195] 
Since there are multiple pathways within the chalcogenide structure for the silver 
filament to grow, during each switching event, the growth of silver filament will occur 
through an alternate path, which will result in non-uniform switching of the device. 
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Increasing the number of switching events will increase the probability for the formation 
of silver islands, which eventually lead to the failure of the device switching behavior. 
In this research, this problem is dealt with by the formation of columnar structures 
within the active materials, which offered definite alleyways for the silver ions to follow, 
therefore improving the device performance.  
Columnar Structured Devices 
The electrical characterization of the developed nano-structured columnar 
configuration application to the RCBM technology, Gen. 2 devices, with active layers of 
Ge-Se and Ge-Te films, deposited under different incident vapor flux angles are 
discussed in the following section. Gen. 2 devices were characterized mainly by the IV 
curves to ensure the endurance, data retention, multilevel switching, scalability, and 
speed of the devices. Controlling the devices threshold voltage based on the columnar 
structure inclination is also presented in this section, with temperature ramp 
measurements to check for the device stability at higher temperature.  
Endurance Measurements 
The emerging resistive memories are targeting Flash applications, which require 
these devices to have an endurance of well over 10
4 
switching cycles. The endurance 
measurements, for the fabricated RCBM devices, were carried out with the previously 
mentioned HP parametric analyzer setup (page 122). However, in order to achieve 10
6
 
switching cycles, a pulse generator having a time period of 50msec, in conjunction with 
the parameter analyzer, was used. The IV characteristics of GexSe1-x and GexTe1-x devices 
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Figure 5.10 IV curves for 10
6 
cycles for (a) Ge20Se80, (b) Ge30Se70, and (c) Ge40Se60 
having nano-columnar structure in the active films under various incident angles: 
(i) α = 90ᵒ, (ii) α =80ᵒ, (iii) α = 70ᵒ, (iv) α = 60ᵒ, (v) α = 45ᵒ, (vi) α = 30ᵒ 
In both the Ge-Se and Ge-Te active layers, a lot of variation is observed in the 
switching voltage of the normally deposited films.  A significant improvement is 
observed in the devices’ performance when fabricated with obliquely deposited active 
films. This improvement in the devices performance is achieved by steering the filament 
growth formation through the columnar structure. Close observations of the IV curves 
illustrate the write threshold voltage as a function of the deposition angle as well as the 
active layer compositions. It is important to reiterate that no photo diffusion step was 
performed for the angularly deposited films, thereby saving time, cost, and labor for an 
additional step.  
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Figure 5.11 IV curves for 10
6 
cycles for (a) Ge20Te80 and (b) Ge50Te50 layers having 
nano-columnar structure in the active films under various incident angles: (i) α = 
90
ᵒ, (ii) α =80ᵒ, (iii) α = 70ᵒ, (iv) α = 60ᵒ, (v) α = 45ᵒ, (vi) α = 30ᵒ 
Another improvement achieved with the nano-structured devices is the shift of 
programming threshold voltage to relatively higher voltages. In both systems, the devices 
switch to the ON state for a voltage higher than 0.6V. Hence, the probability of devices’, 
embedded into the integrated circuit, falsely switching during an event of noise 
generation will be minimal. It can be inferred from the IV curves of both the 
chalcogenide systems that the obliquely deposited Ge20Se80 devices are best suited for 
logic applications, since all the devices have a turn ON voltage of greater than 1V. 
The devices with active column films show comparatively higher switching 
voltage, Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11, compared to the photo-doped devices [44] with the 
same compositions. This can be attributed to the longer distance the ions have to travel 
for the formation of the filament and the reduction of the effective area taking part in the 
redox reaction. To accumulate the charge Qo, the ion current expressed in equation 5.4 
has to be effective for a certain programming time, tprog. This relation can be expressed as  
                     (5.5) 
Equation 5.5 can be written as: 
      
  
      
       (5.6) 
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Since with the formation of columnar structures in the devices active layer, the 
effective area,     , participating in the silver ions generation is reduced, thus the time to 
program (write) of the RCBM devices increase, resulting in higher SET voltage of the 
device.  
Memory Window 
Memory window, for RCBM devices, can be defined as the resistance difference 
between the ON and OFF states of the device. Mathematically, it can be expressed as:  
                           (5.7) 
Having a good memory window will ensure a larger tolerance value for the read 
out bit stored in the RCBM cell, thus reducing the circuit complexity of the error 
correction bit. The reported resistive memory devices [21, 22] have shown two to four 
orders of magnitude difference between the two stable states.  
In the column structured devices, no deterioration has been observed in the 
memory window. The devices, with both the Ge-Se and Ge-Te active layers, showed four 
to five orders of magnitude difference between the HRS and LRS as illustrated in the 
resistance-voltage (RV) plot in Figure 5.12 and Figure 5.13. The consistency in the 
switching voltage is also presented on the plot to highlight the improvement achieved in 
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Figure 5.12  RV plot for 10
6 
cycles for (a) Ge20Se80, (b) Ge30Se70, and (c) Ge40Se60 
films having nano-columnar structure in the active films under various incident 
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Figure 5.13 RV plot for 10
6 
cycles for (a) Ge20Te80 and (b) Ge50Te50 films having 
nano-columnar structure in the active films under various incident angles: (i) α = 
90
ᵒ, (ii) α = 80ᵒ, (iii) α = 70ᵒ, (iv) α = 60ᵒ, (v) α = 45ᵒ, (vi) α = 30ᵒ 
Threshold Voltage Control with Oblique Angle 
A unique advantage of the application of obliquely deposited active films in the 
RCBM cells is to have control over the turn ON voltage of the devices without involving 
any complex circuitry. Since the inclination of the growing structure is dependent on the 
incident vapor flux, altering the source vapor angle the column structure in the active 
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layer of the device also changes. The change in inclination of the columns provides 
different lengths for the growing filament, which affects the switching voltage. The 
switching voltage dependence of Ge-Se and Ge-Te system, on the obliqueness of the 





















































































































Figure 5.14 Switching voltage dependence on the incident vapor angle for (a) 
















































































Figure 5.15  Switching voltage dependence on the incident vapor angle for (a) 
Ge20Te80 and (b) Ge50Te50 devices 
Figures 5.14 and 5.15 demonstrate that there is a clear dependence of the 
threshold voltage upon the deposition angle. This gives an opportunity for prediction of 
the threshold voltage with the technological tools of films deposition. This dependence 
upon the angle does not go in the same way for all the compositions as it is related to 
their structural specifics compositional alterations influenced by the deposition angle as 
discussed in the Raman and EDS studies of the individual films. For example, the graphs 
demonstrate that the deposition angle affects the threshold voltage of the devices based 
on the Ge-Te system more compared to the Ge-Se based films. Indeed for the Ge-Te 
system, the structural transformations are much stronger, which affects the electrical 
performance of devices as well. 
Switching Voltage Dependence on the Material 
The benefit of depositing various active films compositions allows the flexibility 
to investigate the switching voltage dependence on different materials at the same 
deposition angles. Each composition under different incident vapor angle has a 
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characteristic turn ON voltage, allowing users the freedom of materials selection for 
different applications. Amongst the Ge-Se studied compositions, the Ge20Se80 columnar 
devices deposited at α = 60ᵒ showed the highest ON switching voltage, whereas the 
smallest switching voltage was observed in Ge40Se60 columnar devices deposited at α = 
80
ᵒ
. The switching voltage dependence of Ge-Se and Ge-Te devices with nano-column 
structures are presented in Figure 5.16 and Figure 5.17, respectively. This dependence 
provides evidence about the stabilizing role of the ETH and rock salt structures in these 
materials since when such structure is available in the films, the fluctuations of the 
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Figure 5.16  Switching voltage dependence on the Ge-Se active layer materials and 
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Figure 5.17 Switching voltage dependence on the Te-Se active layer materials and 
incident vapor flux angle  
The dependence of the switching voltage on the incident vapor angle on the Ge-
Se and Ge-Te compositions is presented in Figure 5.18.  






























































Figure 5.18 Switching voltage dependence on active layer incident angle for (a) 
Ge-Se and (b) Ge-Te system 
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In summary, quasi-static measurements of the devices with columnar structure 
active films showed an improved performance with uniform and stable switching 
voltages. The results demonstrate that a wide range of stable and reliable RCBM devices 
can be fabricated, by appropriate selection of material and incident vapor obliqueness 
angle, for specific applications.  
Higher Temperature Measurements 
In addition to the reliable device performance, the operating temperature range 
specified for existing memory technologies have to be investigated for the devices to be 
commercially viable. The specified temperature range for guaranteed performance of 








C [196-199], respectively. 
The fabricated RCBM devices were tested at 130
ᵒ
C only, which is well above the 
required specifications of the developed memory technologies. The low temperature 
testing was not accomplished due to the non-availability of the appropriate equipment. 
The higher temperature testing was achieved by holding the sample onto the stage, which 
was heated using a thermal resistance heater. The devices’ memory window, for both the 
Ge-Se and Ge-Te columnar devices, did not show any significant degradation in 
performance. However, a slight change is observed in the switching threshold voltage at 
higher temperature compared to room temperature, which is attributed to thermal 
activation of the electrochemical process for filament formation. Also, heating the sample 
to higher temperatures results in higher silver ion movement during the conductive bridge 
formation due to which the filament does not grow in a usual directional manner; rather, 
the Ag filament does form by traversing through the voids between the columnar 
structures, resulting in some variation between consequent sweeps. The switching voltage 
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and memory window performance of the fabricated Ge-Se and Ge-Te nano-columnar 
structure devices for 500 cycles are presented in Figure 5.19 and Figure 5.20, 
respectively.  
Except for Ge20Se80 columnar device, Figure 5.19a, all the devices successfully 
completed the 500 cycles of testing at the elevated temperature. Amongst the studied 
compositions, Ge20Se80 has the lowest glass transition temperature, Tg (~160
ᵒ
C). Heating 
the Ge20Se80 devices closer to Tg may have altered the active layer of the film, resulting in 
device failure as seen Figure 5.19a. EDS results showed that by reducing the deposition 
angle Se concentration increases in Ge20Se80 films, which suggest an improvement in the 
the performance of these devices, due to a possibility of netting the structure with Se 
chains. All other devices achieved the 500 testing cycles without failure. Close 
observation of the high resistive state reveals a slight decrease in its state, which is in 
accordance with the expected behavior, i.e. increasing the temperature multiplies the 
number of charge carriers in a p-type semiconductor, thus enhancing the Ge-Se and Ge-
Te conductivity and therefore reducing the corresponding resistance.  
Despite of this reduction in the high resistive value, still more than four orders of 
magnitude difference is observed in the ON and OFF state of the devices. Hence, no 
additional temperature sensing circuitry is required to reduce the read out error. On the 
basis of presented data, reliable performance of RCBM cells is expected in the 
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Figure 5.19 500 cycles of RV plots for (a) Ge20Se80, (b) Ge30Se70, and (c) Ge30Se70 
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Figure 5.20 500 cycles of RV plots for (a) Ge20Te50 and (b) Ge50Te50 films with 
nano-columnar structure in the active films under various incident angles 
Retention Testing 
The stability of the memory states of the fabricated column structured devices 
were analyzed through retention measurements. The devices were programmed to the low 
resistive state by setting the compliance current to 10µA with a step size of 10mV in a 
single forward sweep direction. Once the devices were programmed, the change in state 
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of the device would occur only when the conductive filament deteriorates over time. The 




C to predict the 
device’s lifetime [22, 200]. The state of the programmed devices was detected by reading 
the state of the cell with the parameter analyzer at specific times with a read voltage 
ranging from 0.3V to 0.5V. The retention testing was performed on one column 
structured device from each composition and the results are presented in Figure 5.21. 
Since the high resistive state of the devices is above the resolution limit (10
10 
ohms), the 
devices were tested for their retention property in low resistive state only. The 
experimental results reveal the stability of the column structured devices in low resistive 

















































































































































































Figure 5.21 Data retention of low resistive state of the devices written at a 
compliance current value of 10µA for (a) Ge20Se80 with α = 80
ᵒ
, (b) Ge30Se70 with α = 
60
ᵒ
, (c) Ge40Se60 with α = 45
ᵒ
, (d) Ge20Te80 with α = 30
ᵒ
, and (e) Ge50Te50 with α = 30
ᵒ 
devices. The data for the written bit is read at voltage ranging from 0.3V to 0.5V  
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C. The failure of the devices over time can be associated with 
the silver diffusion mechanism.  
A silver conductive bridge is formed by programming the RCBM cell to the Set 
state. Due to high silver concentration in the conductive path, a lateral diffusion of the 
silver atom may occur over time at higher temperature. This lateral diffusion of silver is 
due to diffusion coefficient dependence on silver concentration, which can vary by 
almost 10 orders of magnitude, with variation in silver concentration ranging from 0% to 
25%. Since the silver electrode has the highest concentration of silver, it causes diffusion 
of silver from the top electrode to form the conductive path, which has a high silver 
concentration and corresponding higher diffusion coefficient. With the applied bias, 
while the lateral diffusion is weakening the conductive bridge, the silver diffusion from 
top electrode is strengthening it. During the retention testing, the devices were written 
only once and were being read continuously, thus the lateral diffusion outweighs the 
silver concentration in the filament, causing ruptures in it, which eventually results in 
device failure. However, in the columnar structure devices, the filament grows through 
inter-columnar voids, which helps to diminish the lateral diffusion effect, therefore 
enhancing the retention performance of the fabricated devices.  
The accelerated tested devices for retention properties can be interpolated with 
Arrhenius theory to predict the actual lifetime of the devices.  











     (5.8) 
Where AF = Acceleration Factor 
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Ea = Activation Energy 
 k = Boltzmann’s Constant 
 T1 = Application junction temperature in Kelvin 
 T2 = Accelerated stress junction temperature in Kelvin  
Depending on AF, a back calculation using the Arrhenius equation for any desired 
temperature leads to fairly accurate data retention times. As stated earlier, the fabricated 




C. Prior to testing, the samples were 
subjected to high temperature for 96 hours. The purpose of this was to determine data 
retention at higher temperatures and calculate expected data retention at 25
ᵒ
C.  
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The stable states achieved with the test results interpolates to over 10 years of data 
retention. Thus, the devices having the nano-columnar structure are well placed for being 
used in non-volatile applications.   
Multilevel Switching Capability 
A memory cell that can be programmed to more than one state can store multiple 
bits, which will increase the storage density of the memory architecture. In RCBM 
technology, the ON state resistance (LRS) of the device can be programmed to multiple 
resistance levels. This can be achieved by controlling the write current (compliance 
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current) through the cell being programmed. The ON resistance, RON, of RCBM devices 
decreases monotonically with increasing the write current (ISet or ICC) [51]. The 
dependence of RON on ISet often follows the power law RON = 
n
SetIA where A is a 
constant with units of voltage and n is a dimensionless number typically quite close to 
one. The power law equation is generally valid for currents less than 80µA [201].   This 
relation is reported for a variety of device sizes and materials including Ag/Ge-S/W [202, 
203], Ag/Ge-Se/Pt [204], and Cu/SiO2/W [205]. The same dependence has been reported 
for bilayer ECM devices, e.g. Cu/Ge-Se/Ta2O5/W [206], which suggests the power law to 
be material independent. Similar behavior has been observed with columnar structure 
devices. The RON      ⁄  can be thought of as being a natural consequence of having a 
resistor in series with a RCBM cell during the Set state. With RCBM cell in OFF state, it 
can be presumed to have resistance ROFF much larger than the series resistance, Rs and the 
applied voltage is dropped primarily across the RCBM cell at the beginning of SET 
operation. As the cell starts to go in SET state, its resistance drops to a value comparable 
to Rs and a large fraction of the applied voltage begins to fall across the series resistor. 
To achieve multilevel switching in the fabricated nano-columnar structured 
devices, the RCBM cells were programmed with different write current levels controlled 
by the HP parametric analyzer. Since the voltage switching is achieved in all the studied 
Ge-Se and Ge-Te compositions under all the incident vapor angles, the same is achieved 
by setting multiple compliance current values to demonstrate multilevel switching. All 
the fabricated devices were tested with compliance current values separated by five 
orders of magnitude difference. The multilevel switching performance of Ge30Se70 nano-
structured devices under vapor incident angle of 60
ᵒ
 is demonstrated in Figure 5.22.  
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Figure 5.22 (a) Current-Voltage and (b) Resistance-Voltage curves with varying 
compliance current values for Ge30Se70 column-structured devices with deposition 
angle, α = 60ᵒ 
The measured relation between the compliance current and the respective low 
resistant values is illustrated in Figure 5.23. A decrease in the low resistance value with 
increasing the compliance current can be observed. A change in the low resistance value 
from 5M to 500K is achievable by varying the compliance current from 100nA to 10µm. 
The presented data illustrate that the low resistance state of the RCBM cell can be 
programmed to different states by employing a defined compliance current level. This is 






















Compliance Current (A)  
Figure 5.23 Dependence of low resistive state on the compliance current value at 
room temperature 
Filament Growth through Columnar Structure - Atomic Level Switching 
In the modern era where consumer electronics are an essential commodity for 
everyday life, cost benefits that are achievable with shrinking the memory technology 
requires the new memory technology to be feasible beyond the projected dimensions for 
future applications. Nano-scaled electrical characterization of the fabricated column 
structured devices was performed to demonstrate the possibility of building a RCBM 
ultra-high dense non-volatile memory with superior scalability potential [207, 208].  
To achieve nano-scale characterization of the devices and to attain a better 
understanding of Ag diffusion through the columnar structures, it was important to 
develop a method and an environment that does not affect the filament formation. The 
environment within the SEM consists of high energy electron, which interacts with the 
filament. The random growth of the filament in normally deposited films and the 
interaction of the electrons in SEM will rupture the Ag filament as illustrated in Figure 
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5.24. This is a dynamic process that hinders the recording of the Ag filament, thus 











Figure 5.24 SEM image of the filament rupture caused by electron beam 
To overcome this, and to illustrate the Ag diffusion and filament formation with 
no muti-branching through the pathways provided by columnar structure, a novel 
experimental setup for imaging the cross-sectional areas of the samples using Atomic 
Force Microscopy was engineered. Conventional AFM conductivity mapping is based on 
a contact mode that involves lateral forces leading to sample damage and tip 
contamination, which may result in artifacts that may disguise the desired information. So 
to overcome these concerns, AFM was used in two special modes: Peak Force Tunneling 
AFM (PF-TUNA) and Peak Force Kelvin Probe AFM (PF-KPFM). Both of these 
methods provided an insight into the filament growth through the column structure by 
analyzing the nano-scaled electrical characterization of the fabricated devices. PF-TUNA 
was used to record the Ag dendrites growth through the columnar structure while PF-
KPFM enabled imaging of the surface potential of the topological layers allowing the 
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flexibility to see Ag distribution within the columnar structure. These nano-electrical 
characterization techniques provided near atomic scale information on the fabricated 
devices, suggesting that these devices are scalable to atomic level.  
PF-TUNA Measurements 
PF-TUNA was used to develop a cross-sectional conductivity map of the 
fabricated column structured active layered devices. PF-TUNA measurements were based 
on a peak force tapping method that is capable of acquiring nano electrical/mechanical 
measurements. The probe interacts with the sample intermittently, thereby avoiding 
lateral forces during measurements and imaging. The feedback loop controls the 
maximum force on the tip for each cycle. The sequence of the periodically modulated 
probe interacting with the sample surface is illustrated in Figure 5.25. Z position, in 
Figure 5.25, shows the cantilever position during one PF cycle, as a function of time. The 
force measured by the probe when approaching the sample surface and the withdrawal 
phase is represented in the middle figure while the current passing through the sample, by 














Figure 5.25 Plots of Probe (Z position), Force and Current as a function of time 
during one PF-TUNA Cycle [209] 
As the tip comes close to the surface, the cantilever is pulled down towards the 
surface by attractive forces, which are usually van der Waals and electrostatic forces and 
is represented as a negative force (middle line in Figure 5.25). At point B, the attractive 
forces overcome the cantilever stiffness and the tip comes in contact with the surface. Tip 
remains in contact with the surface, until Z position reaches the bottom most position 
(point C in the Figure). At this point, maximum force is exerted onto the surface, which is 
kept constant during this period by a feedback system. The probe then starts to withdraw 
and the force starts to decrease until it reaches point D. At this point, the tip experiences 
minimum force, which is also known as the pull-off point. Once the tip comes off the 
surface, only long range forces affect the tip and the force curve goes to zero (point E in 
the Figure). The current time plot achieved during one cycle can be extracted into three 
measurements: (i) Peak current (point C), (ii) Contact averaged current (point B to D), 
(iii) TUNA Current (averaged from point A to E).  
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The growth of the silver filament and intercalation of silver through the devices 
column structure active layers, as a function of the applied voltage, was monitored and 
imaged using a Bruker Dimension Icon AFM operating in Bruker’s proprietary PF-
TUNA mode. Concurrent PF tapping and imaging, enabled identification of all the 
underlying films (SiO2/W/ChG with nano-columnar structures/Ag) due to variations in 
topography and/or nano-mechanical properties of each film such as deformation, 
dissipation and adhesion, thus allowing to completely map the device structure using 
cross-sectional PF-TUNA imaging method.  
PF tapping was chosen for two reasons.  First, it enabled extremely fine control 
over the AFM tip-sample interaction force, which was important given the fragility of the 
chalcogenide pillars. In addition, it allowed the simultaneous acquisition of point by point 
nano-mechanical data (e.g., deformation, dissipation, adhesion, and Young’s modulus) 
via real-time force curve analysis. These nano-mechanical channels were found to be 
useful in differentiating among the various layers within the device structure. 
The samples were cleaved, prior to imaging, using the standing cleaving method 
with extra precaution to have the surface as smooth as possible. The Icon’s integrated 
high resolution optical camera was used to identify areas exhibiting the least damaged 
from cleavage, which was used for imaging and positioning the AFM tip within a few 
microns of the sample’s cross-sectional edge prior to engaging the surface, as illustrated 
in Figure 5.26. Bruker PF-TUNA probes having a 25nm radius of curvature and SiN 
cantilever with a conductive Pt/Ir over-coating was chosen to provide a combination of 
low force, high conductivity, and optimal spatial resolution during the PF-TUNA 
measurements. The low force constant arising from the SiN cantilever enabled the use of 
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extremely low (nN) forces to preserve the integrity of the fragile chalcogenide columns 
(pillars), while the ultrathin Pt/Ir coating enabled high conductivity and current sensitivity 
without significantly reducing the spatial resolution. All PF-TUNA measurements were 
performed at room temperature (21
°






Figure 5.26 Optical image (a) 1X zoomed and (b) 3X zoomed image of the cleaved 
sample for imaging using PF-TUNA  
Concurrent with the topographical and nano-mechanical measurements, the 
sample conductivity was monitored as a function of applied sample bias (0 to -2V in 
100mV increments).  Biasing of the sample was accomplished by establishing a direct 
electrical connection between the sample chuck and the tungsten electrode using silver 
paste. Silver paste was used to ensure a good connection between the chuck and the 
tungsten layer. To image the silver filament growth through the column structures, the 
chuck was biased to a lower potential relative to the tip. The experimental setup for 














Figure 5.27 Experimental setup for imaging the growth of conductive path 
through the columnar structure in the active layer of the devices 
With the electrically conductive AFM probe held at ground, the voltage bias was 
only effective during the portion of the force curve where the tip was in contact with the 
sample, for ~250-500µs out of each 1ms force curve cycle, depending upon the peak 
force set point. Thus, the growth of the silver filaments could be controlled by a 
combination of sample bias voltage and contact time.  
Initially, the cross-sectional imaging of the samples was performed under no 
biased condition to validate the SEM results for the column structures. For each 
measurement, the Peak, Contact, and Tuna currents were recorded. Under no biasing 
conditions, less current was detected, as expected. Figure 5.28 presents the results of PF-
TUNA scanning on the cross-sectional area of the Ge20Se80, Ge30Se70, and Ge40Se60 











Figure 5.28 PF-TUNA scans with No biasing and peak force set 10nN for (a) 




(b) Ge30Se70 with α = 45
ᵒ
, and (c) Ge40Se60 with α = 30
ᵒ 
where (i) 
the top view image of the cross-sectional area (ii) the side view of the cross-sectional 
area (iii) Tuna current measurement (iv) Peak Current measurement for each case 
The growth of the columnar pillars is very obvious in the Ge-Se compositions 
under all incident vapor angles. Since no biasing was applied, the TUNA and Peak 
current measured were very small. However, in the case of Ge40Se60 (Figure 5.28 c-iii & 
iv), a significantly higher current is observed, which may be due to the encroachment of 
Ag from the Ag layer during the scan. The encroached Ag gets into the voids while the 
tip is in contact with the surface, resulting in a relatively higher current.  
The confirmation the Ag filament growth through the inter-columnar spacing 
between the pillars is achieved by appropriately biasing the tip and stage. Since the tip 
















































tip was positively biased with respect to the stage. Figure 5.29 represents the growth of 
the Ag filament (dark brown color) through the voids between the columns for the 
studied Ge20Se80, Ge30Se70, and Ge40Se60 devices with obliquely deposited active films. A 
close observation of the films reveals the formation of the filament with no multi-
branching within the filament. A significant increase in the current can be observed in 
Figure 5.29a-c (vi-vii) due to the conduction path available between the W and Ag 
electrode. A relatively large number of filaments are observed in the cross-sectional 
image, for all the cases in Figure 5.29, as the films were fabricated using continuous 
planar layers of W, obliquely deposited Ge-Se active films and Ag due to the limitation 
of the equipment.  
Since peak current is recorded when the tip is in contact with surface, it measured 
the highest current flowing through the devices, as shown in Figure 5.29a-c (viii). As the 
TUNA current measures the average current during one complete force curve cycle, 
including the idle period when the tip is not in contact with the surface, it displays the 
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Figure 5.29 PF-TUNA scans with stage biased at -0.5V and peak force set 10nN 








(c) Ge40Se60 with α = 30
ᵒ 
where (i-iv) the top scan view and the filament growth through the voids in the 
columnar structure  (v) the top view image rotated by 90
ᵒ
 (vi-viii) the side scan view 
of the cross-sectional area and the filament growth through the voids in the 
columnar structure with corresponding current scale 
Following the formation of the intercalated silver in the voids, reversal of the 
biasing would lead to dissolution of the grown filament. To validate this, a potential of 
+5V was applied to the stage. The result of inverting the polarity on the conductivity is 
presented in Figure 5.30 for Ge30Se70 with the deposition angle of 45
ᵒ
. A close 
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comparison of Figure 5.29b (vii) and Figure 5.30 reveals that some silver is extracted 
back towards the Ag electrode. Even though the voltage bias is reversed, the current scale 
in Figure 5.30 (vi-viii) shows a significant current flowing through the device. However, 
the measured current when the device is reversed biased is comparatively less as 
compared to the current measured when the devices is forward biased. The applied bias is 
effective only when the probe comes in contact with the Ag surface, with a maximum 
contact time of 500µs. This could be the reason for incomplete dissolution of the 
filament. The sample would no longer be reversed biased once the silver layer is scanned. 
Furthermore, when the probe is lifted off the sample, it is actually floating. Because of 
these reasons, the grown Ag filament is not completely dissolved. However, a decrease in 
the current by reverse biasing the sample, as illustrated in Figure 5.30, suggest a 
reduction in the filament number or weakening of the conduction path by extracting Ag 
back towards the Ag source.  
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Figure 5.30 PF-TUNA scans with stage biased at +5V and peak force set 10nN for 
Ge30Se70 with α = 45
ᵒ 
where (i-iv) is the top scan view and the filament growth 
through the voids in the columnar structure (v) is the top view image rotated by 90
ᵒ
 
(vi-viii) is the side scan view of the cross-sectional area and the filament growth 
through the voids in the columnar structure with corresponding current scales. 
Since forward biasing the sample resulted in immediate growth of the silver 
dendrite, an incremental increase of 10mV in the voltage from no bias condition was also 
performed for the Ge30Se70 sample, with an anticipation to grow fewer filaments as 












Figure 5.31 Filament growth by applying a voltage bias of 25mV on Ge30Se70 
sample with α = 45ᵒ 
Since for the changing the state of the device from high resistive state to low 
resistive only one filament is required, so each individual filament may be regarded as a 
separate device. This may lead to a conclusion that an array of devices can be fabricated 
in such a manner, however, addressing each individual device (filament) for 
programming and erasing will be challenging. The average width of the filaments 
growing through the inter-columnar voids was found to be ~15nm and considering width 
of the tip of the probe (25nm), atomic level switching is possible with RCBM devices. 
Therefore, a highly compact and dense memory is possible with underlying nano-
columnar structures in the active films; however, an architecture that can address an 




PF-KPFM is a tool that demonstrates unique usefulness in characterizing the 
properties of various electronic devices by correlating the potential distribution within the 
device structure. It measures the potential difference between a conducting AFM tip and 
the sample, thereby mapping the surface potential or work function of the sample with 
high spatial resolution. Since PF-KPFM measurements provide near atomic scale high 
resolution potential profiles, this technique was used to further demonstrate the filament 
growth through the columnar structures.  
PF-KPFM records data by the interaction of the periodically modulate probe with 
the samples, as illustrated in PF-TUNA measurements, Figure 5.25. PFQNE-Al tip (Peak 
Force Quantitative Nano-electrical - Aluminum) having a thickness of 5nm and coated 
with aluminum on the backside of the cantilever was used to perform KPFM imaging. 
The recorded KPFM data on Ge30Se70 films deposited at α = 45
ᵒ
 under unbiased and 
biased conditions is presented in Figure 5.32. A clear difference in the potential of the 
Ge30Se70 film can be observed under the two conditions. A close observation shows the 
formation of Ag filament, after the bias was applied, through the columnar structure.  
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layer shows the growth of the 




Figure 5.32 PF-KPFM scan (a) under unbiased and (b) biased condition with peak 




The electrical characterization of the devices prepared by PECVD deposited 
active films and with nano-columnar structure were demonstrated. The PECVD devices 
showed excellent endurance. The importance of having a smooth surface for reliable 
device performance was demonstrated. Another improvement of the devices was 
demonstrated by nano-engineering the columnar structures with the device active layer. It 
was shown that very reliable and uniform switching devices are possible with obliquely 
deposited films. Electrical testing of the fabricated devices having nano-columnar 
structures showed excellent endurance and improved retention characteristics. The 
switching voltage dependence on the obliqueness angle of the arrival vapor flux and 
various compositions of Ge-Se and Ge-Te is established. Also, the device’s capability for 
multilevel switching, to achieve high dense memory, is demonstrated. The hypothesis of 
the filament growth through the columnar structure is validated by performing AFM 
studies in PF-TUNA and KPFM mode. The results illustrate that the filament grows 
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through the voids between the inter-columnar spacing with no side branches within the 
filament. A significant improvement in the devices performance can be observed by the 
innovative approach of fabricating nano-structured pillars in the active region of the 
devices. Time resolved neutron reflectivity measurements of Ag/GexS1-x (x = 0.2, 0.4) 
films under light illumination revealed a difference in the reaction rate of the two 
systems, which is attributed to the difference in energy of the two potential barriers at the 
Ag/Ag rich reaction layer and Ag rich reaction layer/Ag poor reaction layer interfaces. 
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CHAPTER SIX: FORMATION OF THE MEMRISTIVE ARRAY 
The nano-scaling attribute of memristive devices created a broad range of 
opportunities for innovative memory architectures. Success achieved at the single cell 
level suggests that RCBM is well positioned for ultra-high performance memory and 
logic applications. By incorporating the RCBM cells into a system, these devices can 
fulfill the essential role of memory in various applications. RCBM cells in an array 
possess significant advantages for memory, including massive storage capacity with high 
storage density, precision, and access speed [210]. 
An array of these devices can be created by laying a nano-wire (electrode) over 
the vias filled with Ag and the inert electrode, with chalcogenide film acting as a 
dielectric medium between the two electrodes, as illustrated in Figure 6.1. Therefore, the 
formation of such an array relies on the high resistivity of the chalcogenide film, which 
expands in the range of hundreds of giga-ohms. This structure offers a high device 
density with the simplest of configuration and allows access to each nano device, 
enabling devices to be individually addressed.  
 
Figure 6.1 Schematic Illustration of RCBM Array 
           ChG           ChG           Ag            ChG           ChG            Ag
1µm 150nm 150nm
20nm - 30nm 20nm - 30nm 20nm - 30nm
           Ag
                                  W electrode                        100nm
1µm150nm
                                          Si                                <100>
                                         SiO2                              100nm
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A scheme for fabricating GexSe1-x (x = 0.25, 0.3 and 0.4) chalcogenide-based 
RCBM arrays using ion bombardment through a mask is demonstrated in this chapter. 
This method provides a unique alternative to the conventional lithography technique for 
prototyping such devices without any wet chemistry. The openings in the mask thus 
defined the devices size and the non-sputtered regions act as isolation between the 
adjacent cells in the array. The arrival of the energetic ions causes the surface atoms to be 
removed from the material. As a consequence, vias are created in the Ge-Se layer, 
forming the devices. The high energy particles cause surface roughness, compositional 
variations, and structural alterations in the irradiated layer [211], which are studied with 
the previously described techniques (AFM, EDS, and Raman Spectroscopy). The 
viability of the ion bombardment method for array fabrication is demonstrated by 
electrical testing of the cells in the array. 
Lithography Free Formation of RCBM Array  
The ChG films were deposited on stacks of GexSe1-x/W/SiO2/Si (where x=0.25, 
0.3, 0.4). The thickness of the films comprising the device structure was as follows: Si 
<100> substrate was covered with 100nm of thermally grown SiO2; followed by 
sputtering of 100nm of W layer and 1µm of thermally evaporated Ge-Se ChG films. The 
device array was created by bombarding the Ge-Se layer with Ar
+
 ions using an INA-X 
(SPECS, Berlin) Secondary Neutral Mass Spectrometer (SNMS) [212] by placing a 
40µm×40μm nickel mesh over the sample. In contrast to most ion beam tools where ion 
energy has a Gaussian distribution, the current is highly uniform within the SNMS 
machine over the entire bombarded region. This resulted in uniform depth profiles in the 
Ge-Se layer for all the cells in an array. A copper holder was placed on top of the nickel 
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mesh to hold it in place and protect part of the sample from ion bombardment for analysis 
of ion-induced effects. Surface bombardment was performed with low pressure Electron 
Cyclotron Wave Resonance (ECWR) Ar
+
 plasma. The resulting configuration for the 
sample is shown in Figure 6.2. SNMS depth profile data was used to calculate the 
sputtering rate. A 350V sputtering potential at 100 kHz frequency with 80% duty cycle 
was applied on the sample. A 20nm silver (Ag) layer was deposited by DC magnetron 















Ar ions are accelerated 











Figure 6.2 SNMS System configurations with sample stack 
Material Characterization of the Ion Bombarded Regions 
An SEM image of the fabricated array is shown in Figure 6.3 with Ge-Se film 
isolating individual cells. EDS was performed in five different cells at five different 
locations on each sample, so that 25 points were used to determine the uniformity of the 
film within each composition. The film compositions were measured in the cell vias 
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created by ion bombardment as well as in the planar regions shadowed by the mask and 
the results are presented in Table 6.1.  
 
Figure 6.3 SEM image of the array formed by ion bombardment 
 
The alteration in the concentration of Ge and Se composition, determined through 
EDS elemental mapping are presented in Figure 6.4. The change in color corresponds to 







Table 6.1    EDS Results on Planar and Ion Bombarded regions for GexSe1-x 





Planar Region Ion Bombarded Region 
% 
Change 
%Ge %Se %Ge %Se  
1 Ge25Se75 25.6±0.061 74.4±0.061 24.8±0.51 75.2±0.51 ± 0.8 
2 Ge30Se70 31.2±0.037 68.8±0.037 30.7±0.15 69.3±0.15 ± 0.5 





Si W Ge Se Ag
 
Figure 6.4 EDS elemental mapping distribution of Ge-Se before and after ion 
bombardment 
Raman spectra of the as deposited films, ion bombardment areas (vias), mode 
assignments, and corresponding structural units characteristic for the studies GexSe1-x 
film compositions are presented in Figure 6.5a. The as deposited films are well relaxed 
since their structure resembles the one of the bulk material with the corresponding 







corresponding to ethane-like (ETH), corner-sharing (CS), and edge-shared (ES) structural 
units, respectively [213]. Development of the spectra as a function of increasing Ge 
concentration shows an increase in the intensity of the peaks relating to the ES and ETH 
modes. A close observation of ES to CS area ratio demonstrates a change in the area ratio 
for Ge rich compositions for the ion bombarded regions, as shown in Figure 6.5b, with 


































































































































































Figure 6.5 (a) Raman data and the corresponding mode assignment, (b) Area 
Ratios b/w ES and CS modes, and (c) Change in area ratio with different Ge 
concentrations 
The surface morphology within the cell vias of the GexSe1-x layer created by Ar+ 
ion bombardment were studied by AFM. The result of AFM scans on the entire via in the 
10
th
 cell of the 20
th
 row, for each composition, is presented in Figure 6.6, which confirms 
the formation of vias. To study the surface roughness, AFM scans were also performed 
on the virgin (non-bombarded area), cell 1, cell 10, and cell 20 in the 20
th
 row of the array 
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structure on a 25µm
2
 area within the device vias and the results are presented in Figure 
6.7. A clear tendency for improvement in the surface smoothness can be observed with 


































Figure 6.6 Formation of via in (a) Ge25Se75, (b) Ge30Se70, and (c) Ge40Se60 films by 
Ar
+
 ion bombardment 
b) c) d)
d)
25μm2 area scan of (a) Virgin and vias formed in Ge25Se75 by ion 
bombardment in (b) 1st cell of Array (c) 10th cell of Array (d) 20th cell of Array
a)
Ge25Se75 Film within array cell
b)
Ge30Se70 Film within array cell






















































































































































25μm2 area scan of (a) Virgin and vias formed in Ge30Se70 by ion 
bombardment in (b) 1st cell of Array (c) 10th cell of Array (d) 20th cell of Array
25μm2 area scan of (a) Virgin and vias formed in Ge40Se60 by ion 
bombardment in (b) 1st cell of Array (c) 10th cell of Array (d) 20th cell of Array
 









 ions used to form the vias in the GexSe1-x films alter the film 
composition, which causes structural changes and eventually affects the device 
performance. The two processes of compositional and structural changes taking place by 
ion bombardment are imperative for understanding thin films stability and hence device 
performance [155, 156].  
EDS data suggests that Ge atoms having lower atomic mass sputter out faster than 
Se atoms. The lowest amount of Ge lost is observed in Ge30Se70, which is attributed to its 
closeness to the stoichiometric composition where the structure has the lowest number of 
wrong chemical bonds. Since the bond binding energy of Ge-Se is higher (2.38eV) 
compared to Ge-Ge (1.92eV) or Se-Se (2.33eV), more loss of Ge is observed in the 
Ge40Se60 composition where a high number of ETH units are populated.  
Analysis of the Raman spectra using the area ratio between the ES structural units 
corresponding to the peak located at 218cm
-1
 and CS structural units corresponding to the 
peak at 202cm
-1
 demonstrates compositional dependence of the ion beam induced 
structural changes in the sputtered material. This suggests that the Ar
+
 ions mainly affect 
the bonding sites between Ge-Se atoms. In essence, the loss of Ge atoms should result in 
increased amount of CS structural units, which is the case in the Ge25Se75 samples. The 
increased areal intensity of the ES structural units could be related to the lower steric 
energy related to the formation of this structure, which keeps its appearance even at 
reduced amounts of Ge. In the Ge rich samples, the availability of ETH structural units 
includes one more variation for Ge loss. Since the Ge-Ge bond is the weakest, the 
probability of detaching Ge from this bond is the highest. So the charge distribution and 
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atoms position prefers the formation of ES structural units. At this composition, the loss 
of Ge is the biggest, which we relate to the lower energy that is necessary to expel Ge and 
therefore form this type of structure. However, the relative intensity of the ETH structural 
units remains dominant and even remarkably increases after ion bombardment, which 
suggests that the energy introduced to the films by the bombarding Ar
+
 ions contributes 
to their self-organization and formation of a compact structure. It is realized through 
clusters formation in which different fractions of ES and ETH units are engaged. The 
increase of the cluster size leads to formation of ring structures that contain more than the 
four atoms of the simple ES tetrahedra [214], which relaxes the structure. It is for this 
reason that the surface roughness, after ion bombardment, is much reduced in Ge40Se60 
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Figure 6.8 Surface roughness RMS and peak hillocks in the vias of the cell 
Interestingly, the results show that the optimal coordination of 2.4 for the 
Ge20Se80 films, leading to high stability of the glass formation of the system according to 
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the Constrain Counting Theory [215], is not the leading factor for the strength of the 
structure. It is the higher coordination of 2.6 and especially 2.8 that results in more stable 
reaction of the films to the mechanical stress. Indeed, in the studied case, the stability of 
the network is related to how amenable it is to continuous deformation. The covalent 
forces that also affect the bond length, bond angles, and the increased rigidity are 
important factors, which in fact keep the structure intact [216]. The floppy modes related 
to the Se-Se bonding within the system require much lower energy to be destroyed and 
they quantify the instability of the films in the studied case.  
Electrical Testing of the Fabricated Devices 
The electrical measurements conducted on the fabricated array for the studied 
compositions of GexSe1-x for cell # 20 are presented in Figure 6.9. Each cycle starts at  
-0.1V. Then, the voltage sweeps to +1.5V and sweeps back to -0.1V. At first, the current 
is very low until a threshold voltage of approximately 0.6 V is exceeded. At that moment, 
a conductive connection is formed between the top and bottom electrodes, causing a steep 
increase in the current until it reaches the compliance current. Multiple IV sweeps under 
the same conditions are presented in Figure 6.9. Analysis of these results shows a 
relatively small variation in switching voltage of the Ge rich devices when compared to 




Figure 6.9 IV Curves of the single bit device 
The resistance and Vth plots in various cells, for all three compositions are in good 
agreement with Raman and AFM results, and are presented in Figure 6.10. All cells show 
four orders of magnitude difference between the ON and OFF states of the device. The 
resistance of the device varies from tens of giga ohms in the OFF state to a mega in the 
ON state, ensuring a good memory window of the devices [217]. However, the Vth of 
Ge20Se80 illustrates variations within the cells and also in different cells of the array 
structure. On the other hand, Ge30Se70 and Ge40Se60 devices offer excellent repeatability 
within a cell and the array. 
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Figure 6.10 Resistance and threshold voltage plot of (a) Ge25Se75, (b) Ge30Se70, and 
(c) Ge40Se60 in different cells of the array where 10
3 





Relating the films characterization data to devices performance, it is suggested 
that there are two main reasons for the poor performance of the Ge25Se75 devices: higher 
surface roughness, which is the reason for uncontrolled growth of the conductive bridge 
and the fact that, after ion bombardment the composition keeps a structure characteristic 
for Se rich films, which results in the development of heterogeneous structure [218] when 
Ag is introduced in them, due to the formation of Ag clusters, causing variable 
distribution within the chalcogenide matrix. However, in the case of Ge rich binary 
glasses, due to the better surface smoothness the bridge formation is stable over the entire 
ChG and electrodes interface. The presence of ETH units despite the Ge loss categorizes 
these films as Ge rich. Therefore, they form homogeneous material with Ag introduction 
[218], which stabilizes the switching characteristics of the devices. Also, the fact that the 
devices with a higher Ge concentration perform better means that the damage caused by 
the Ar
+
 ions does not penetrate throughout the entire film and is distributed closely to the 
surface of the films. However, in the case of Ge deficient films, a high number of defects 
penetrate deep into the film and are also distributed unevenly on the surface, resulting in 
poor device performance. 
Summary 
A scheme for a RCBM array with no lithography step is successfully 
demonstrated. Ion bombardment results indicate that it causes compositional changes by 
which the element with the smallest mass is sputtered faster, resulting in structural 
transformations occurring in the films. The structural transformation is also related to 
direct interaction of Ar+ ions with Ge-Se films. The fabricated non-lithography array 
structure allowed individual cell addressing. The individual cells built by thin Ge-Se 
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films showed excellent yield with good endurance at over 10
3
 cycles. It was found that 
the Ge rich film offered the least surface roughness and homogenous distribution of Ag, 
which contribute to a more stable and repeatable device performance. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
Even though a number of materials have successfully demonstrated resistive 
switching behavior, a significant research work is currently being undertaken to 
investigate new materials that exhibit improved resistive switching mechanism and 
device behavior. Therefore, it is important to narrow down the list of materials to include 
only those that provide excellent device characteristics and can make significant progress 
in improving all aspects of non-volatile memory.  
With the abundance of available literature and research regarding Ge containing 
chalcogenide glasses for RCBM devices, the PECVD method for deposition of Ge-S 
active film was never studied. In addition to novel deposition techniques, significant 
studies in material engineering were made as a result of this research by creating 
nanostructure columnar rods in the active film. These advancements allowed the 
formation of filament growth within the nanostructure columnar rods, which considerably 
improved the device performance by solving the fundamental problem of multi-branching 
during the filament growth. No such work has been reported previously with such 
structures in the active layer and the data collected have no counterparts in literature. 
These techniques were patented due to the unique nature of this discovery. In addition, a 
lithography free scheme for RCBM array fabrication was demonstrated without involving 





 The PECVD deposited films permitted the dynamic control of the composition by 
controlling the gas precursor ratios. Sulfide glasses were preferred for the PECVD 
deposition technique since they present a better temperature stability of up to 
400°C.  
o Raman analysis revealed the presence of specific structural units 
corresponding to films with reduced structural stress.  
o EDS analysis of the films revealed a ~1% compositional variation, which 
confirmed homogeneous deposition of the film using this depositional 
technique. 
o Films deposited at low temperature (120ᵒC) with relatively less Ge 
concentration had a smooth surface with less frequency of hillocks.  
Column Structured Devices 
 Nano-columnar structures in thin films were created and studied by having a strict 
control over the deposition current, deposition rate, and uniform temperature 
within the chamber. 
o SEM and AFM tools were used to study the nano-columnar structures in 
thin films, which validated the presence of columnar structures in the 
GexSe1-x (x = 0.2, 0.3, 0.4) and GexTe1-x (x = 0.2, 0.5) chalcogenide 
glasses.  
o A correction was suggested to the Tangent Rule for the studied glass 
compositions to better predict the inclination of the column structures.  
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o Raman results illustrated changes occurring in Ge-Se structure as a 
function of oblique angle deposition due to formation of a phase separated 
material or the relief of the packaging stress in the particular composition. 
Small alterations in chemical structure of the Ge-Te films were also 
detected due the presence of the rocksalt structure.  
o An increase in the surface roughness of the films was observed by 
decreasing the vapor flux angle, which suggested an increase in the inter-
column voids.  
o An innovative 3-in-1 mask was designed and applied for fabricating 
RCBM devices. 
o A strategic improvement in the process flow for fabricating the RCBM 
devices was implemented by modeling the electric field distribution in the 
active layer using COMSOL multi-physics software. Additionally, the 
photo-diffusion setup was eliminated for the column structure devices.  
o The electrical testing of the devices revealed Write/Read voltages were 
dependent on deposition angle. Due to this unique relationship of the 
devices, switching voltage can be engineered by varying the deposition 
angle.  
o Formation of columnar structures enhanced the performance of devices 
fabricated with active films from both Ge-Se and Ge-Te systems. These 
device exhibited excellent uniformity in switching voltage with endurance 
of well over 10
6 




C, and a good 
memory window.  
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o Nano-scaled electrical characterization of the devices through PF-TUNA 
and PF-KPFM illustrated the directional growth of the nano-ionic metallic 
filament through the nano-engineered columnar structures, with no multi-
branching, which is the basis for the improved device performance. 
Lithography-Free Array Formation 
 A lithography free method for prototyping RCBM arrays, without the application 
of wet chemistry, was suggested and presented with individual cell addressing.  
o Ion bombardment causes compositional changes by which the element 
with smallest mass was sputtered faster, resulting in structural 
transformations within the films. The structural transformation was also 
related to the direct interaction of Ar+ ions with Ge-Se films that caused 
significant structural changes in the Ge rich films. 
o The Ge rich films incurred the least surface roughness, which correlated to 
the best device performance, and is attributed to the formation of rigid 
structure and the availability of Ge-Ge bonds. 
o Excellent endurance and retention performance was achieved for the cells 
within the array fabricated by the lithography free method. 
The goal of this research work was to improve the RCBM device performance by 
providing new and innovative solutions for the active films. This was successfully 
achieved by studying novel film deposition techniques (PECVD), the formation of 
columnar structures that ensured single filament growth process, and the device 
fabrication using lithography free method. The processes, methodologies, and machines 
utilized in this dissertation are currently available and being used by the major 
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semiconductor companies, therefore these improved device performance can be 
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APPENDIX A 
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Matlab Code for calculating Vth, LRS, HRS 
%====================================================================== 
%= Switching Voltage, LRS, HRS Calculations =% 
%= M. R. Latif, Nano-Ionic Group =% 
%= Electrical Engineering Department =% 
%= Boise State University, Boise - ID, USA =% 
%====================================================================== 














 %cc_1 is the compliance current corresponding to the threshold voltage 
 %The point is to attain a value close to the cc value but less than cc 
cc_1=cc(index)/1.5; 




























 %cc_2 is the compliance current to pick the mid point of the LRS slope 
















%This line of code collects all the values together 
results=[count threshold LRS HRS]; 
